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Faculty Senate proposes changes
in graduate student regulations
j**Sf"
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by Betsy Russell
news editor
The Committee on Graduate Studies and Research proposed two graduate regulation revisions in Tuesday's Faculty
Senate meeting.
As it stands now, undergraduates have three weeks into
the next semester to erase an incomplete on their transcripts; if
a student receives an T in the spring semester, he has until
three weeks into the next fall semester to erase the "I."
A graduate student, however, has only three weeks into
the first summer session to erase an T received during spring
semester, creating confusion. The proposed revision brings
graduate regulations into line with undergraduate regulations,
giving graduate students until fall semester to erase an "1."
The other proposed revision concerns graduate
withdrawals. The new regulation will prohibit graduate
students from dropping a course after the last date to drop
without record.

Graduate students take fewer hours than undergraduates,
and their courses are more spread out, so students should
know if they don't fit into a course after four weeks.
The proposal would eliminate "W"s for graduate students,
except in the case of "medical, extraordinary personal or curricular reasons."
The Senate also reported that the State Budget and Control Board is planning to cut $3.5 million in duplicated programs at different state universities. The programs that may be
cut include several graduate programs at Clemson. Faculty
Senate is looking at procedures by which the programs are
evaluated.
In new business, an amendment to the sexual harrassment
policy was tabled until the language could be modified to be
consistant with the faculty manual.
The Senate also discussed establishing a standing budget
oversight committee to review the university budget, bring
recommendations before the senate, and pass the recommendations on to University President Bill Atchley.

Bruce Laingen

former hostage to speak
by Todd Dowell
staff writer
Former Iranian hostage Bruce Laingen will speak on his
experiences Tuesday, Oct. 26, at 7 p.m. in Tillman Hall
Auditorium.
According to Speakers Bureau Chairman John Taylor,
Laingen "has had great success lecturing on campuses in
America, and is speaking on lessons of The Hostage Ex
berience.'" The Speakers Bureau is sponsoring the lecture
which is open to the public without charge.
A 33-year foreign service veteran, Laingen was ap
pointed charge d'affairs of the U.S. embassy in Tehran five
months before its take-over by Iranian militants on Nov. 4,
1979. For more than a year he was held a prisoner by Iranian
revolutionaries. The U.S.-Iranian showdown ended with his
and the other 51 American hostages release on Jan. 20,1981.
Prior to his assignment in Iran, Laingen served in six
foreign countries in 15 posts.
He now lives near Washington, D.C. with his wife and
is serving as vice president of national defense.
There will be a reception immediately following
gen's lecture in the Palmetto room, sponsored by the
ce and psychology clubs.

Calhoun County sheriff
dies after ballgame
by Alan Cannon
staff writer
Calhoun County Sheriff Elliot
Rucker died of cardiac arrest Saturday after the Clemson-Duke football game.
According to J. C. Brummitt,
chief of the University Police,
Rucker suffered a heart attack while
driving home on Highway 93.
"He bumped a couple of cars near
the Palmetto Boulevard intersection," Brummitt said. "He ended up
on the left side of the road in the
lawns there."
The incident was the second
death following a Clemson football
game this year.
"We normally have a few every
year," Brummitt said. "As a matter
of fact, I can't remember a year

when someone hasn't died after a
game."
Six non-students were arrested
Saturday at the game. Four were arrested for unlawful possession of
alcohol, and two were arrested for
disorderly conduct.
The Jimmy Buffett concert Saturday night had its share of arrests.
Approximately 20 people were arrested at the event in Littlejohn Coliseum, according to Brummitt.
"We had some possessions of
alcohol, some disorderly conducts,"
Brummitt said, "but I don't know of
any drug arrests."
Police have not found a suspect
in the assault case reported last
week. According to Brummitt, the
girl assaulted would not agree to
undergoing hypnotic questioning.
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Student Senate recommends an East Campus post office
by Blair Palese
s assistant news editor
| The Student Senate passed a
olution providing for a temporary, auxiliary post office for
^st Campus in its Monday meeting.
.This resolution, which did not in|"de details on the location or the
of post office, will be passed
> to Director of Auxiliary Services
|>hn Newton, Postmaster Charles
[°wn, and Vice-president for StuF Affairs Walter Cox.
[The Housing Committee, which
Poposed the bill, will work on the
~*™c details of the East Campus
JK* office. It will bring the details
r. a vote later in the semester.
^According to the University
lousing Committee's report, a very
?u8h estimate of $1.50 per post ofK/ user wi'l be required to finance
** Proposed service. After the ini-

tial service is established, the cost
per student should go down, the
committee reported. Three thousand of the original post-office
boxes will be moved for the proposed service and no new boxes will
need to be purchased, it reported.
The Food and Health Committee
reported that it will bring up an
alternative to the present premium
entree selection for a vote next week.
The alternative suggested would
change entree night from once a
week to every other week with an
improvement in the quality of the
food offered.
The senate passed a resolution
providing for increased seating in
Harcombe dining hall due to the
present overcrowding situation.
The Food and Health Committee,
which proposed the bill, did not
specify exactly how the problem
should be solved. It suggested put-

ting booths in the walkway around
the perimeter of the dining hall.
The establishment of an International Student Task Force was passed
by the senate as part of Student
Body President Kirby Player's executive package. This task force,
which will work with Dean Cox's
ad hoc committee on international
student problems, will now be turned
over to Player. He will appoint
members and put the task force into
effect.
The committee will consist of
three members of the International
Student Association, its president,
two from the Chinese Student
Association, one from the minority
council, one student senator, one
student body executive, and one
Graduate Association member.
An amendment to last week's
cheerleading bill was passed with
alterations by the senate. The

original bill provided the requirements to try out for Junior
Varsity cheerleading. The amendment will allow first semester
freshmen and transfer students to
try out for the varsity squad in the
spring. These students will be required to attain a grade and hour
report from professors before trying
out.
The amendment also provides for
temporary replacement of varsity
members, for any reason, by the
alternates. Replacement cheerleaders, then, will be chosen by the
previous highest try-out score
achievers.
The Traffic and Grounds Committee proposed a resolution to
repair basketball rims and nets
around campus. It was passed
unanimously.
The Arnold Air Society was

granted $295 for registration and
travel expenses for an upcoming
commitment.
Angel Right was denied their request for travel expenses for an upcoming trip, which was its third
choice of possible trips. The Finance
Committee could not afford the expense of all three requested trips so
this specific trip was denied.
Student Body Vice President Bill
Linton announced World Hunger
Day will be observed Tuesday,
Nov. 9. He encouraged students not
to eat in the campus dining halls in
order to raise money for the cause.
Student Senate President Keith
Munson announced that there are
still senate positions available in the
off-campus colleges of Nursing and
Education. Interested students
should contact the Student Government offices.
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World Hunger Day to be observed next month
, .

To help raise money for World Hunger Day students are
urged not to eat in the dining halls or to use their meal cards at
Clemson House for the evening meal on Tuesday, Nov. 9, according to Wade Allen, chairman of the Communications and
Public Relations Committee for student government.

News Digest
The dining halls will keep track of the number of people
who eat dinner that night and subtract that from the average
number of people who would normally eat. The dining halls
will donate a certain amount of money multiplied by the difference, according to Allen.
Half of the money raised will go to Oxfam International,
which promotes food for the needy around the world. The
other half of the money will be donated to the local Meals on
Wheels program, according to Allen.
Last year over 13000 was raised, and Allen hopes this year
the project will raise even more.

Architect to speak on 'theatrics'
Clemson alumnus and Atlanta architect Kemp Mooney
will speak on "Architectural Theatrics" on Monday, Oct. 25, in
Lee Hall Auditorium at 8 p.m.
Mooney earned his bachelor's of architecture from Clemson in 1962 and his master's degree from Yale in 1963.
According to Mooney, 'There are many interpretations of
what makes architecture. Theatre is a way of describing some
of the points of the building that I find important, and are particularly lacking in what we expect every day."
Lynn Craig, associate professor of architecture, said that
Mooney will be talking about "the perception, image, intrige,
memory, and celebration of architecture."
The talk is sponsored by the university Architectural
Foundation, and is free and open to the public.

Children's literature to be discussed
Author-illustrator Natalie Babbitt and designer-illustrator
Charles Mikolaycak will speak in Daniel Hall Auditorium
Saturday, Oct. 30, at the university's 11th annual Children's
Literature Symposium.
Babbitt and Mikolaycak will discuss the art of children's
books at the symposium, sponsored by the English department.
Babbitt began writing and illustrating children's books in
1967 with the publication of 'Dick Foote and the Shark."
According to Associate Professor of English Malcombe
Usrey, Babbitt writes using "powerful and potent themes."
Language Arts magazine said her "ingenious plots are often
amusingly farfetched."
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In 1969 her book, 'The Search for Delicious," was listed as
the year's best book for children ages 9-12 by the New York
Times.
Mikolaycak began his career with Time-Life Books as a
designer and has won various awards for his illustration of
more than 30 books.
According to Usrey, Mikolaycak will speak on "How to
Read a Picture." His original illustrations of "Peter the Wolfe"
and "I am Joseph" will be on display in the faculty library in
Strode Tower during the discussion.
The Children's Literature Symposium is open to anyone
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consideration at
Greg Harris, chairman of Student Services.
The shuttle service was originally to run at 7:15 and 815
in the morning from the apartments and at 5, 6,10, and 11 Pm ;
from the Robert M. Cooper Library. The extension of the
hours has not begun yet because of coordination problems, ]
Harris said. Because of the different hours of the day the shuttie would be running, at least two people will be needed to
oversee the operation, said Harris.

.

with an interest in children's books. There will be a $5 registra- [Japer rdaV fLiD /CX atf/TOS
tion fee for guests, with students and faculty admitted free of
charge. Registration will begin at 8:45 Saturday morning. For
Members of Alpha Phi Omega fraternity will sponsor a
more information call 656-3151 or 656-3421.
50-mile Diaper Relay, from the campus to Haywood Mall in.
Greenville, on Saturday, Oct. 23. Money raised will go to the |
Arthritis Fund.
The runners will run two at a time, and will carry a bottle
instead of a baton. Steve Matonak, publicity chairman for the j
The annual Science Day will be held Wednesday, Oct. 27, relay, said that the way the fraternity raises money is by sellfrom 8:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
ing advertisements on the back of the diapers that the runners
Steve Shine, president of the Science Organizations
wear.
Council, said that the Council organizes the science departLocal and Greenville businesses are asked to buy diapers
ments, which put on exhibits and displays for area high school or donate prizes for the drawing that APO will hold in con-1
students.
junction with the run.
This year, Shine said, about 1900 students are presently
Matonak said, "We haven't gotten as many businesses to
registered to attend Science Day. "It's basically a promotion buy diapers as last year, but with the drawing we think well I
for the College of Sciences," he said.
earn as much money as we did last year."
The buses will be parked on Bowman field, and the exThe prizes for the drawings are a four-foot tall teddy bear,
hibits will be held in Kinard and Martin Halls.
a watch, and a dinner at W.J. Brea's.
APO Adviser Jack McKenzie said, 'The Diaper Relay is j
another attempt by APO to be of service to others. I certainly
hope everybody on campus will be supportive, because the
purpose
of the project-to help fight arthritis-is extremely
The Student Escort Service will be extending its hours
worthy."
from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. to 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. starting Sunday

Science Day held next week

Escort Service extends hours

night, Oct. 24, because of the success of the service and the
change back to Eastern Standard Time, said David Lockwood,
director of the service.
Within the last 28 days, 435 girls have used the Escort
Service for after-hours travel around campus, according to
Lockwood.
The service operates out of the second level of the Robert
M. Cooper Library and student organizations such as fraternities, the Student Senate, and other clubs volunteer their time
as excorts. The number to call for the escort service is 4800.
Lockwood asked any organizations willing to volunteer
to contact him at the Student Government offices.

Changes made in shuttle service
The Village Green shuttle service, which began Monday,
Oct. 18, is running at 9 and 11 p.m. from Riggs Hall to the
Village Green pool and not as previously announced. The
service, sponsored by the Department of Services and Student
Government, runs Sunday through Thursday. Plans for morn-

Cjnpaj^p^ fgS/QfS DUCfear /7"6GZ6
Phillip Bennett, a philosophy professor at The State
University of New York at Cortland, will give a talk in
Tillman Hall at 8 p.m. on Nov. 4 on "Nuclear War: An Introduction to the end of the World."
Bennett is a leading advocate of the nuclear freeze movement. His talk will cover the concepts of limited nuclear war,
launch on warning, and the likely outcome of a nuclear
exchange "from a disarmament perspective," according
to Michael Morris, associate professor of political science.
Bennett is the author of "A Reader's Guide to Nuclear
Weapons," and is a member of the Ithaca, N.Y., Peace Council. He was successful last May in lobbying the Yates County j
Council to become the nation's 23rd legislative body to endorse a nuclear arms freeze.
Bennett's talk is sponsored by the College of Liberal Arts
and the Clemson Alliance for Peace, and is free and open to
the public.

CRAZY ZACK'S
(HILLSBOROUGH ST. ACROSS FROM
MEREDITH COLLEGE, RALEIGH, N.'C.)
INVITES ALL CLEMSON STUDENTS, ALUMNI, AND FRIENDS
TO A SPECIAL POST-GAME HAPPY HOUR
FOLLOWING THE CLEMSON-NC STATE FOOTBALL GAME
FROM 4-7 P.M.
(THERE WILL ALSO BE AN AFTER-THE-GAME PARTY
LATER THAT NIGHT)

HAPPY HOUR FRIDAY FROM 3-7
GOOD LUCK, TIGERS!
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United Way Drive
to benefit needy
by Karen Reynolds
staff writer
Empl°yee contributions and a
marathon football game are the two
major devices planned for raising
money for the United Way at Clem"Our 1982 goal for faculty, staff,
and students is to raise $15,000 for
United Way," said Stan Nicholas,
chairman of the university United
Way Campaign. The goal for all of
Pickens County is $252,891,
according to Nicholas.
Employees will receive an envelope with a letter explaining the
campaign, a pledge card, and a
return envelope. Employees will be
able to pledge a sum of money, or
have a certain amount deducted
from each paycheck beginning in
January of 1983, according to
Nicholas.
Student government is organizing
a marathon football game as a way
for students to participate in the
drive, according to Wade Allen,
chairman of the Communications
and Public Relations Committee.
The game will be played on Riggs
field beginning at noon on Thursday, Nov. 18, and ending at noon
on Friday, Nov. 19. All organizations will be sent a letter encouraging them to participate, according
to Allen.
Each organization that participates will be required to donate at
least $50 to United Way. The
organization that collects the most
money for the campaign will
receive two free kegs of beer or the
monetary equivalent, said Allen.
'The organizations can raise the
money any way they want to,"
Allen said. Two ways he suggests

are town merchants' pledges or a
collection from the organization's
members.
There will be one game per hour,
so at least 48 teams will be needed
to participate. If more organizations want to play, the marathon
will be extended, according to
Allen.
The Panhellenic Council sponsored something similar to this
several years ago, and it was quite a
success, said Allen. 'With the $50
minimum, we are pretty much
guaranteed raising $2400, but we
hope to raise over $3000 to be
donated by the students to the
United Way campaign," said Allen.
Allen hopes this year's project will
be more successful than the baseball
throw that was sponsored last year,
which only raised $86.
Allen feels that the students
"should be an integral part in helping the university reach its goal."
The intramural department will
be donating the equipment for the
game, and hopefully the Interfraternity Council will provide the
referees, according to Allen.
The money collected for the
United Way will be used to help
"the handicapped, the alienated, the
sick, the young, and the old in our
area," said Nicholas.
'This is the first time a performance barometer will be used to
mark the progress of the drive, and
hopefully the orange indicator will
rise over our $15,000 goal,"
Nicholas said.
The drive began officially Oct. 20
at a kick-off breakfast held at the
Clemson House and solicitation for
donations will be completed by
Nov. 23, according to Nicholas.

STILL TIME TO BOOK YOUR
THANKSGIVING AIR OR RAIL TICKETS HOME
FROM CHRISTMAS & THANKSGIVING AT LOW
RATES—NOT TOO EARLY TO START THINKING
ABOUT A SPRING BREAK. SEE US FOR SOME IDEAS.
654-6125
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL
Across from Mell Hall
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Left to right, Jack Ferguson, Mark Wright, Bill Pace, Joe Nims, and Andy Anderson answer
questions from students about traffic problems. The forum was the second in a series sponsored by student senate government, (photo by Dan snipes)

Traffic problems concern students
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
Approximately 100 people turned
out for a traffic forum on Oct. 21,
the second in a series of forums
sponsored by the student government. Representatives from the university police department, office of
student life, and university planning
were on hand to answer questions.
The forum consisted of an introduction of the representatives,
followed by a question and answer
session.
A major concern of those present
was the number of parking tickets
issued this year. According to Bill
Pace, assistant dean of student life,
there have been approximately 3000
less tickets written this year than at
the same time last year. Pace said he
anticipates as "the fines for tickets
go up, the number of violations will
go down."

Pace also said the number of appeals of tickets had started out
large, but it has since slowed down.
"About 1.2 percent of the tickets
written have been appealed," said
Pace.
Another problem brought up at
the forum was an increase in the
parking needed for football weekends when the new upper deck is
built. Mark Wright, university planner, said the students will not be
hurt by the need for more parking.
According to official estimates,
approximately 5000 more cars will
need to be accommodated, above
those at present. However, according to Wright, there are approximately 6000 unused parking spaces
every game. Wright said students
will not have to give up more parking than they do already.
Although students will not be affected, Wright said the parking
situation might mean some fans will

have to walk a little further.
Wright also pointed out the plan
to turn the university into a total
pedestrian campus. According to
the Master Plan, Calhoun Street
and South Palmetto Boulevard will
be closed. The campus will eventually become a series of cul-desacs, according to Wright.
Jack Ferguson, public safety
director, stressed that towing cars is
not a money-making proposition
for the university.
"It costs us money to tow cars
when you look at the time involved,
man-hours wasted, and the bad
public relations generated," said
Ferguson.
According to Ferguson, however,
the number of cars towed on game
Saturdays has decreased. He credits
the decrease to student police, who
he says "are up at five o'clock in the
morning calling people to warn
them their car will be towed."

Pic'h Pay Shoes©
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Sale. 35% off women's new fashion casuals.
!
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HALLOWEEN
CARNIVAL
SAT., OCT. 23
8 p.m.-12 midnight

THERE WILL BE
A MASQUERADE
BALL AFTER
THE CARNIVAL
* CASH PRIZE
FOR BEST COSTUME
PAUttETTO BALLROOM

Ruffle trim
clutches. $
Reg. $6.97.. O

123 Bypass

Sheer knee hi hose... % off

Clemson

Sale prices good thru Sun. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and open Sun. 1-6 pm.

OCTOBER 29,1982
/A

LAST DAY FOR
UNDERGRADUATES TO
WITHDRAW FROM A
COURSE WITHOUT
RECEIVING FINAL
GRADE
TO WITHDRAW,
THE STUDENT MUST

I
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... PICK UP A DROP-ADD (SCHEDULE
CHANGE) CARD FROM THE
STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE,
SIKES HALL
. . . OBTAIN THE APPROVAL
SIGNATURE OF THE STUDENT'S
ADVISOR
... OBTAIN THE SIGNATURE OF THE
INSTRUCTOR (OR DEPARTMENT
HEAD) OF THE COURSE
.. RETURN THE DROP-ADD CARD TO
THE STUDENT RECORDS OFFICE,
SIKES HALL, NO LATER THAN
4:30 P.M. FRIDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1982

A STUDENT ENROLLED
DURING ANY PART OF
THE LAST FIVE WEEKS OF
CLASSES SHALL HAVE
FINAL GRADES RECORDED.

LUNCH

11:00 A.M.
TO
2:00 P.M.

IKA^^he Bki One $1
Now Funnies Oscar Mayer All Beef 'Big One' is Only a
BUCK, that includes Mustard, Ketchup and Crisp Onions!!!
Take out, Bat in, or Free Delivery...

SUN.

WEEKLY
THROUGH

FRI.
>-,;sv;.:

HHHHM
Free delivery orders require a
minimum $4 purchase

654-6469

V* POUND

Oscar
Mauer

Attention Friday Furlough Force
THE ESSO CLUB
Announces A New
R.I.I.P. O.F.F.
(Real Income Improvement Plan On Furlough Fridays)

YOU GUESSED IT!
Our Already Low Happy Hour Prices
Will Be Slashed By 2.7%
Friday From 3:30-6:00 P.M.

We'll Do Our Part
Until Conditions Improve
Or

The Esso Club Folds
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NCAA tightens academic regulations
by Keith Mattison
associate editor
Several proposals to tighten the
academic regulations for freshman
athletes are being considered by the
NCAA, according to Tom Yeager
of the NCAA national office.
Yeager said the proposals will be
voted on at a NCAA meeting in
January.
The freshman eligibility rule now
requires an athlete to have at least a
2 0 average in high school (on a
four-point grading scale) to play on
a varsity squad in his first year of
college, Yeager said. A continuing
student must have a 2.0 college
average and be" making progress
toward graduation to play.
The new proposals will not affect
the rules for continuing students, he
said.
Joe White, academic adviser for
the university's athletes, said tighter

regulations would make his job
easier because the athletes who are
admitted would have a better
chance to graduate.
According to Yeager, the change
that has received the most favorable
response would require the athlete
to have a 2.0 average in nonremedial math and English in high
school. White said these proposals
insure that the athlete did well in
college-preporatory classes and not
just in physical education.
Other proposals include raising
the minimum high school grade
average to 2.5 and requiring the student to make more than 700 on the
SAT.
William Maddox, director of admissions, said incoming scholarship
athletes do not have to compete for
admission with most university applicants. 'They are considered in a
pool of applicants by themselves,"

he said.
'The athletic department advises
us on whom they are offering
grants-in-aid," he said. The admissions office checks to see if the
incoming athletes meet the minimum NCAA requirements, he said.
Maddox said the admissions office would have no problem adjusting to the new regulations. He
said some athletes might not be admitted if the rules were changed,
but recruitment should not be hurt
since NCAA rules affect every
school.
Most applicants to the university
are judged on the basis of their high
school performance, their SAT
scores, and other considerations,
Maddox said. Although 80 percent
of the' students admitted have SAT
scores over 900, some non-athletes
with scores less than 700 have been
admitted, he said.

Marketing Association organizes club
by Cindy Fox
staff writer
The American Marketing
Association held its first organizational meeting in Sirrine Hall
Thursday, Oct. 14.
The AMA, a nonprofit educational organization, serves the professional needs of marketing practitioners, educators, and students.
Even though there is not a marketing major currently at Clemson,
there is a degree program planned
in the future, according to Dean of
Commerce and Industry Ryan
Amacher.
"We're striving for a business curriculum like other colleges,"
Amacher said.
According to acting Head of
Marketing Gerald Waddle, students
can major in business with a minor
concentration in marketing. "We
will have a marketing major," he
said, "the question is only when."

Presently the College of Commerce and Industry has three major
areas of study — textiles, accounting, and business. The delay of having a marketing major is due to the
equal distribution of various
degree programs in South Carolina's
state-supported schools.
According to Mike Trotman, a
senior administrative management
major responsible for organizing
the club, "the AMA isn't just for
students who are in business," he
said. "English majors interested in
advertising, students in graphic arts
and even engineers in technical arts
are encouraged to join AMA for the
advertising experience."
According to Trotman, approximately 60 students attended the
meeting, in addition to various
faculty members in the Commerce
and Industry department.
Trotman called the meeting to
order explaining his reasons for
organizing an AMA chapter at

Clemson. Trotman said the organization can benefit the student by offering practical marketing experience through various research and
fund-raising projects. He also informed the students of regular
meetings and regional conferences
that would help them develop lasting relationships with peers.
Trotman further explained that
the AMA offers career information
by meeting with chapter members
and advisers. Through speaker programs, "students can make professional business contacts," he said.
'The AMA is not yet chartered,"
Trotman said, "or recognized by
student government." To be
established or chartered the
organization must have 25 members, a written constitution, and
elected officers. The same prerequisites are required by student
government to be recognized as an
organization, except only 12
members are needed.

Majority of students agree with budget cuts
by Carole Fant
staff writer
In a recent interview/poll conducted by The Tiger, students were
asked what they think about the recent State Budget and Control
Board requested $3.2 million
budget cuts and President Bill
Atchley's handling of the situation.
Fifty-three percent of the students
interviewed did not care or were
not well enough informed to comment. On the other hand, 43 percent thought that the budget had
been cut in the right places, and that
the new budget will work out well
for the university. Only 5 percent
seemed to think that the budget cuts
could have been handled better.
Jenni Hayes, a sophomore majoring in early childhood education,
said, "If the budget has to be cut, I
guess they have cut in in the right
places."
Another sophomore early childhood education major, Julie Hunt,
sa
id, "I think the cuts will be all
r
'ght, but I hope they don't raise the
tuition again."
A junior financial management
m
ajor who asked not to be identi»ed said, "It doesn't really matter
what the students think because

President Atchley will do what he
wants to anyway."
Lisa Turner, a sophomore financial management major, said, "I
think it is necessary, but it makes it
hard on the students and the faculty."
Jamie Livinston, a senior in accounting, said that he thinks "delaying pay raises is better than firing
the professors. It is best to let
everyone take some of the loss."

A graduate student in economics,
Chris Chmura, said, 'They need to
cut out some of the guy's sports
teams and raise the price of football
tickets because the demand is so
great, and don't give tickets to
students who don't use them."
Bill Spitzer, a sophomore
chemical engineering student, said,
"I think he's [Atchley] doing a good
job to hold costs down.

PLETZ Ti
FOOD STORES

BY THE
CASE$
8.79 + DEP,
6-PAKS-12-OZ. BOTTLES
$
2.39 + DEP.
$

KEGSl5.5 GAL.-$39.50
7.5 GAL.- 27.50

233 PENDLETON RD.
BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY

STUART...

The Science Of Success
Team up with the dramatic achievements and highest
caliber professionals at Stuart Pharmaceuticals, a
division of ICI Americas Inc. We are a dynamic and
innovative organization with a highly respected name in
ethical pharmaceuticals. We are proud of the technological expertise that makes us a leader in the introduction of important new products such as HIBiCLENS,
TENORMIN, MYLANTA and NOLVADEX RX.
As a Sales Representative for Stuart Pharmaceuticals,
your responsibilities include calling on physicians,
pharmacies, hospitals and clinics to promote the use of
Stuart products.
If you will receive a BS or BA with a major in:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Chemistry or Biochemistry
Any Life Science
Pharmacy
Medical Technology
Nursing
Business Administration/Marketing

then this may be just the opportunity you're seeking.
Additional requirements include a strong desire to begin
your career in sales, a high sense of professionalism, and
an articulate, poised and self-confident manner.
Choose smart... choose Stuart! We offer full salary while
in training, salary and merit increases thereafter, outstanding career growth opportunities with promotion
from within, company car. relocation assistance, and an
excellent benefits program.

G

LOCAL INTERVIEWSwill be held on campus on

NOVEMBER 8, 9

Contact your placement office for details.

£

STUART
PHARMACEUTICALS

division of ICI Americas Inc.

Wilmington,
Delaware 19897
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

,GSCAPE
MAT

THE
•BICYCLES

• MOPEDS
• HOBBIES
Service & Sales
Brand-name bicycles at very
special prices for Clemson Faculty
and Students (I.D. Card required)
Save up to s80.00 on selected bicycles

TREK
RALEIGH

puj|

SCHWINN
PUCH

FREE WATER BOTTLE & CAGE
WITH »5 PURCHASE AND ID
WE HAVE HACKY SACKS
We specialize in service, work you can count
on to be done right the first time at
reasonable prices. We have the only complete
Campagnolo Tool Kit in the state to service
your custom bike the proper way.

THE GREAT ESCAPE
2704 E. North Ave.

Anderson

226-4579

(Only 15 minutes from campus, next to Dillard Sporting Goods)

Also stores in Greenville and Spartanburg
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FREE BREW!
With Any Service
Good Thru Oct. 25-30

THIS WEEK
$

I J.I.M I.I.I Hill"

W,n.j.i.i.,.,v,.,.;j.....

wywmbvi'wiiVW^MXtim^

FREE

eft

Special
Halloween Brew
For You!

1981 NATIONAL CHAMP CUPS

«pv COME TO
HAIRCUTTERS!

ALL CUPS FULL-ICE COLD COCA-COLA

College Place Mall, Suite F

LET THE
qFIVE WITCHES
*y SERVE YOU!
PON'T
*>£ FOR
FORGET —>> EVERY
COUPON^" I
ONE

1
2
3
4

CUP FREE WITH EACH 10" PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 14 PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 16" PIZZA
CUPS FREE WITH EACH 20" PIZZA

THAT'S FOR DINE IN-CARRY OUT OR

FAST FREE FRESH & HOT DELIVERY

CALL US AT 654-6990
YOUR ORDER WILL ARRIVE IN 30 MIN. OR LESS
OR DINE IN OR TAKE OUT IN 10-12 MIN.

THE PROFESSIONAL PIZZA PEOPLE
DINE IN - FAST FREE DELIVERY - TO GO

NOTHING BEATSA
CHANELO'S PIZZA

niiiiitimiiKHmiutnimumillUmil

FOUR
PAWS

I

DELIVERY STARTS DAILY 11 A.M.
AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE
654-6990

(the drinking alternative)

H.25 OFF

Hey, Ladies! Been looking for free
draft in Clemson?
Well, now you've got it!

ANY 16
PIZZA OR 14
PIZZA

EVERY THURSDAYLADIES' NIGHT
Free Draft 8-11 p.m.

Top-40 and Beach Music

HAPPY HOUR 12-6
MON.-FRI.
$
1.50—pitcher
40<—draft

ALL PREMIUM BEER 75*
MOLSON 85<
HEINEKEN $1.00
tnw^miitiiM"""11"""1"1""""^

>S:¥:*ww:*^
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Drunk driving not a serious problem in Clemson
by Wendy White
staff writer
"About 70 to 75 percent of driving under the influence cases [in
Clemson] involve non-students,"
said Clemson City Police Chief
W. W. Wardlaw. During the first
six months of 1982, 31 persons were
arrested by the city police department on charges of drunk driving
according to Wardlaw.
"Most drunk drivers are people
coming through Clemson," agrees
Thea McCrary, campus police investigator. "We don't arrest a lot of
students for drunk driving."
McCrary does not believe there is
a serious problem with drunk driving in Clemson mainly because the
majority of the bars are within
walking distance of the campus.
Therefore, if students are drunk,
they are usually walking. The campus police department has made only
three arrests for drunk driving so
far this ">ar.
Wardlaw also believes that Clemson
has little or no problem with drunk

driving in comparison with larger
cities such as Columbia or Atlanta.
"I can tell you right now that I
wouldn't trade Clemson for four of
them [larger cities]," he said.
Compared to national statistics,
Clemson's drunk driving record
looks reassuring. On the average,
according to a recent article
published by Newsweek, three
Americans are killed and 80 are injured by drunk drivers every hour
of each day. Safety experts say that
one out of two Americans will be
victimized by a drunk driver in his
or her lifetime. This is not surprising when the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration
claims that up to 10 percent of all
drivers on weekend nights are legally
.intoxicated.
However, the furor against drunk
drivers has increased steadily in recent years. The outcry of enraged
Americans is booming. Through
the efforts of organizations such as
MADD (Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers), RID (Remove Intoxicated
Drivers), and other citizen aware-

ness groups, legislation formulated
to punish drunk drivers is on a
tremendous upsurge. There is a raging war against drunk driving in the
United States today.
All 50 states now consider a
driver intoxicated if his blood
alcohol level registers one-tenth of
one percent (.10). At that level, according to the U.S. Department of
Transportation, a person is seven
times more likely to have an automobile accident than a non-drinker.
However, according to Wardlaw,
a person can be charged with drunk
driving in South Carolina with a
blood alcohol level of as little as
five one-hundredths of a percent.
In South Carolina, the penalties
for drunk driving range from a
minimum first conviction penalty
of a $50 to $100 fine and a mandatory driver's license suspension of
six months to a maximum penalty
for the third or subsequent conviction of a $2000 to $3000 minimum
fine and a mandatory license
suspension of two years. Compared
to other states such as Oregon, with

its first conviction fine of $2500 and
mandatory license suspension of
one year, South Carolina's penalties
do not seem overly stiff.
How does a Clemson police officer spot a drunk driver? There are
a number of things he looks for,
said Wardlaw: speeding or driving
too slowly; running a stop sign or a
red light; and weaving back and
forth or crossing the division lines
in the road.
According to McCrary, campus
police officers who patrol during
the third shift, working from
11 p.m. until 7 a.m., are instructed
to watch for the same signs. It is
during these hours that there could
be a potential problem with drunk
drivers. Because there is very little
traffic, it is also easier to spot a

drunk driver during these hours,
says McCrary.
Clemson students need not take a
breathalyzer test for police officers
to determine if the students are
qualified as legally drunk. According to the U.S. Distilled Spirits
Council, if a 140-pound woman
drinks four bottles of beer or four
one-ounce drinks of liquor, she will
most likely register over the .10
mark. Likewise, six beers or six oneounce drinks of liquor will put a
200-pound man over the legally
drunk mark.
As a general rule at least one hour
is needed to allow the effects of
each drink to wear off. Despite
common belief, there is no amount
of coffee or showering that can
speed up that metabolic process.

How to have class between classes.

Indulge yourself in a warm ^mr cup of Cafe Vienna. It's a light
and cinnamony touch of class. And just one of five deliriously
different flavors
from General Foods® [
International Coffees.
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR
© General Foods Corporation 1982

SHEFFEY, a true story of
courage, laughter, and tears
Date:
Time:
Place:

SATURDAY, OCT. 23
7:00 p.m.
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH
ADMISSION FREE
Rides: LEAVING TILLMAN AT 6:15 p.m
MORE INFO—CALL 654-4084, 654-9497
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
The Rodeo Club meeting is Oct. 26 at 6 p.m. in
F150 of the P&A building.

The German Club is having an Oktoberfest at
8 p.m. on Oct. 22 at the Language House. Food,
beverage, and live entertainment for $3.

Any student interested in learning or practicing
gymnastics can come by the Fike gymnastics room
The Poultry Science Club and the Food Science between 3 and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday.
Club are having their annual smoked turkey sales.
For more information call either Poultry Science at
CLASSIFIEDS
3162 or Food Science at 3397.
Lost: an orange tiger paw key chain with two
Pre-pharmacy students: Dean Sadik from the
Pharmacy College at the University of South keys attached. Disappeared in Littlejohn Coliseum
Carolina will be on campus Nov. 4 for interviews at the Jimmy Buffett concert. Call Anne at 8013.
with prospective students from 10:30 a.m. to 1:30
Very clean 1972 Dodge for sale. Brown, twop.m. in room 330 Long Hall. At 3 p.m., he will
hold an informal discussion on pharmacy careers door, runs well, $400. Call 3430.
in room 216 Long Hall. For information or apLost: gold Boliva pocket watch. Lost the night of
pointments call Ken Wagner at 2416.
the Boston College game. Carl Anthony Brown
The Society of American Military Engineers will engraved on the back. Reward. Call 4690.

\Y

meet at 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday, Oct. 27, in room
Earn $200 to $400 weekly working part or full
101 Tillman. The club will travel to Greenville to
time at home. No experience, all ages, national
visit Digital Corporation on Nov. 3.
company, free information. Send a stamped selfThe Joint Engineering Council is sponsoring a addressed envelope to: H. Goodman, P.O. Box
drawing Nov. 5. First prize is a "peacock" wicker 593, Laurens, SC 29360.
chair, second prize is a keg of beer, and third prize
Live Confederate artillery demonstration. Real
is a dinner for two. Tickets are $1. For more inforcannons, real projectiles, big booms. Free. Nov. 6.
mation, call Teresa at 4480.
Call 261-6660 (Anderson).
Dan Reigent will interview students interested in
Need a haircut? For appointment call Laura at
physical therapy, occupational therapy, dental
hygiene, and other allied health fields on Nov. 4 654-5956. Reasonable, experienced. Can cut and
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in room 300 Long Hall. At style to order.
3p.m. there will be a discussion in room 216 Long
For sale: double loft bed with like-new mattress
Hall. Call Ken Wagner at 2416 for more information.

PDZZZZCE

654-3000
MON.-FRI. LUNCH
GET ONE SLICE OF PIZZA
AND 12-OZ. COKE
FOR ONLY M
25* DRAFT FROM 11 A.M.
'TIL 5 P.M.
ALSO SERVING QUICHE,
SALADS, SANDWICHES

KISEVALTER'S

CLOTHING COMPANY
A UNIQUE SHOP THAT SELLS ITEMS SUCH AS FASHIONABLE
CLOTHES. ACCESSORIES, AND A VARIETY OF KNICK KNACKS
ACROSS FROM KNICKERBOCKER'S

HALLOWEEN GARB COMING SOON

bring your running shoes Saturday morni.
Love, your unknown, big sis.

$125. Anderson 226-6414.
Are you a gay Christian? The Metropolitan
Community Church believes that you can be gay
and be a Christian. Services are 7 p.m. each
Sunday. For more information write: MCC, P.O.
Box 6322, Greenville, S.C. 29606.
Found: a pair of clogs on Riggs Field, Saturday
morning. Identify to claim —6043.
Lost: a set of keys on key ring with belt clip
Saturday. Reward. If found, call 654-6376.
I need a ride to the Atlanta airport the morning
of Friday the 29th. Please call Karen at 2150.

Who will be crowned "Mr. Legs"? Come findj,
Nov. 11. Anchor Splash '82.
Warren Whiner: I had such a wonrU
weekend at HHI. (whine) You are so M.(J
fanastic. It was so heavenly to be close to you f
like you sooo much. Love, Wendy Whiner.
Kevin: I can't stand it for another day, whenyni
live so many miles away. Oh what can 1 do? m
want is to be next to you. T.P.
St. Louis is only five days and 650 miles awaj
Davy Jones 1: Thanks for the big white sqm
thing. Your loyal fans.

PERSONALS
Dear Boof-bet you always wanted to see your
name in print. Too bad you can't see mine. Love,
your big sis.
Attention Chi Omega pledge in Byrnes 10B7:
give 201 a call sometime.
Leah: Happy 20th Birthday. You're a real
woman now. Your Roomie.
Get out your swim trunks, guys, and practice
those laps. Anchor Splash is coming up fast.
Hoyt, our ceiling doesn't leak, so what was the
wet spot on the floor? Curiously, Hutto.
To Patty K.: got me figured out yet? Be sure to

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED ■ Cost is about the same as a semester in a
U.S. college: $3,189 Price includes jet round trip to Seville trom New
York. room, board, and tuition complete Government grants and loans
available tor eligible students.
Live with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day. four days a
week, four months. Earn 16 hrs of credit (equivalent to 4 semesterstaught in U.S. colleges over a two year time span) Your Spanish
studies will be enhanced by opportunities not available in a U.S. class-

To Cori Talloway from the unknown Big Sj
stick with me, kid, 111 teach ya everything yaj
to know . . . even how to play bridge.
Anybody want a date to the Nov. 13 wing-d
Call a real beauty at 654-udontwant2no. Slj
writer.
SLcooutits: we know real mean love whips a
chains. We know you loved it but bewai
BKeatrhen.
MSTJN: I'll do better, I promise. Will youk
me7 JAL.
ECO —Don't worry, Miss Seven will be aloij
any day now. See you Sunday, still7 —LB

room. Standardized tests show our students' language skills superior
to students completing two year programs in US Advanced courses
also.
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
SPRING SEMESTER — Feb. 1 ■ June 1 / FALL SEMESTER — Sept 10Dec 22 each year.
FULLY ACCREDITED A program of Trinity Christian College

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
For full information—write to:
2442 E. Collier S.E., Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

The Tiger is taking a break.
Fall break is coming up, and The
Tiger staff likes the idea so much
that it has decided to begin the
break a week early. So well be taking a two-week vacation while
some of us attend a national press
convention in St. Louis and the rest
try to catch up on school work.
The Tiger offices will be open
during the next two weeks, and The
Tiger will reappear Nov. 11. Have a
good fall break —we know we will.

Next issue:
Nov. 11
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Announcer's love of Clemson shows in dedication to job
by Pam Sheppard
staff writer ,
As the enthusiastic crowd pours into Death
Valley to see the Clemson Tigers challenge
another team, the loud voice of the public address announcer echoes throughout the entire
stadium.
•Welcome to Death Valley, home of the
1981 National Champion Clemson Tigers,"
Freeman Martin shouts, and another game is
underway.
Martin has been the announcer at all Clemson's home football and basketball games
since the beginning of the 1978 football
season. Bob Bradley, sports information
director at Clemson, asked Martin one day
before the 1978 season started if he would
like to be the announcer. The answer was
\ given quickly and without much thought.
"I asked What time do you want me and
111 be there?'," Martin said. Tve had a love
: affair with Clemson for a long time, and my
I blood runs orange, a deep shade of orange
'< having gone to school here some 20 years
[ ago."
He went to Clemson but never graduated
because he quit his junior year to work for a
! semester. "I laid out one semester to work
[and then another and another," he said.
| Then I started a family and just never made
it back."
Martin presently lives in Toccoa, Ga.,
[with his wife and two kids.
He has been the sports director at the radio
I station, WLET, for the past seven years. "Beting the announcer is like a hobby to me," he
said. Td do it if I had to pay them."
His entire family is one big Clemson fan.
iHe even has the digits of his telephone
pumber arranged to spell "Paws."
Dedicated to work
In the last five years, Martin has not missed
game. 'There have been times when L
^hould have stayed at home," he said. "One
ne I had a nosebleed, and one of my spotters had to keep a piece of ice on my nose
while I kept talking."
Whether sick or healthy, the P.A. announcer's job is to keep the audience in-

formed, and Martin strives to do just that
each week. "My purpose is to be able to pass
along enough information so that the fans
would never have to look at the scoreboard
to know what's going on," he said.
Preparation for each week's game starts on
Tuesday afternoon for Martin. While he is
covering coach Danny Ford's press conference for WLET, Martin gets the roster for
both teams who will play in the upcoming
game. He continues to prepare until kick-off.
T look at my job as a responsibility to the
players on the field, and also to the fans. I
want to get the names right," he said. "Names
are really important because that's how the
players are recognized."
He reads the names and studies them every
night before the game starts so he will know
them all. "I use the final preparation time on
Saturday for line-up changes," Martin said.
One week Martin encountered a real challenge when the Tiger basketball team played
a Yugoslavian team. He wanted to get all the
names right so he went out and spent the entire afternoon studying the language. "I
wanted the players to know I'd tried to learn
and pronounce their names," he said. During
the game Martin called out each player's
name so the player could step out from the
line-up to be recognized. "When they heard
their name they took a step forward," Martin
said. 'To me, that meant they at least
recognized their name."
Martin's helpers
Martin attributes part of his announcing
ability to his spotters, Bob Beckham and Bill
Bishop. "Each spotter takes one team and
keeps me informed on what they are doing,"
Martin said. 'They tell me what's happening
on the field, and I pass it on to the people in
the stadium."
Another helper is the sound technician,
Walter Powell, from the Physical Plant. He
sets up the sound system and makes sure it is
on the right volume for the fans to hear.
During the Boston College game, Powell
had to perform an unusual task when the
electronic tiger on the east scoreboard would
not stop sounding off. "He had to go down
and physically unplug the siren," Martin said.

Freeman Martin's voice is well-known to students and alumni since he is
the announcer at all home football and basketball games, (photo by Mark
Bailey)
View of the team
Martin has been through the best of Clemson football and has loved every minute of it.
T have loved every season that I have announced," he said. "My best season is the
team's best season. It still hasn't sunk in that
we won every game and that I was Clemson's
P.A. man during the national championship
year."
He also remembers the playing of outstanding athletes. "Perry [Tuttle] and Homer
[Jordan], the [Steve] Fuller-[Jerry] Butler
years, the Clarks, Stuckeys, and all those
guys were some great football players."
Martin also got to watch the leaders on this
year's squad go from nobodies to great
players. He still remembers the first time
quarterback Jordan walked on the field. "I
remember the first snap he ever took as a
quarterback, and I thought he had stumbled
over his own feet," Martin said. "Homer told
me later that he did stumble and as a result
dropped the ball inside the five-yard line."

Martin thinks Jordan will grow and mature
through the difficulties he has encountered
since the 1981 "dream season." "He's been on
the top of a mountain and now he's in a
valley," he said. "Hell be a better person
because of it.
Martin found satisfaction in last Saturday's
game when he was given the opportunity to
announce the record performance of a Tiger
leader, Cliff Austin. "It gives me satisfaction
to pass something like that along to the fans,
that.they wouldn't know about otherwise,"
he said.
Not only has Martin watched the leaders
develop, but he's watched and carefully
analyzed the development of this year's entire
team. T think the intermeshion of the players
returning from last year and those coming to
the forefront as leaders has been taking place
in these last six games," he said. "You can see
the leaders in this ballclub now, and they're
coming together and playing."

llllllillllllllllllllliillllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllM

1 for A Buck!!!
Six Days & Six Nights

FIRST ASSEMBLY

OF GOD
SUNDAYS 11 A.M.
& 7:30 P.M.

October 21 through 26
Now that it's gettin cool you

AM. FEDERAL
COMM. ROOM
(NEXT TO WINN-DIXIE,
CLEMSON)
REV. DAVID STRICKLAND
882-0963

will love a hot tasty Bowl of
Funnies Chili with Vermicelli!!!
It's meaty chili loaded with extra goodies
Funnies can give You, Delicious

NEED MONEY
FOR COLLEGE?

uu
can make ALL the MONEY
you need for COLLEGE TUITION
W RELATED EXPENSES by
starting your OWN successful.
""wey-making "BUSINESS" while
attending school! BecorVie an
ENTREPRENEUR and gain FINANCIAL INDEPENDENCE! Our NEW.
CREATIVE BOOK. "HOW TO START
^SUCCESSFUL. MONEY-MAKING
BUSINESS" WHILE ATTENDING
COLLEGE" will help you achieve
f's GOAL! BE SMART'Send $1.00
Refundable) NOW for details and
'«us help you make this possible.
W«T MAKER PUBLISHING CO.
J'' Grueniher Avenue (p )
Rockville. Md. 20851

beans, tangy onions and green peppers
with Vermicelli!!! Sure anybody can give you
chili, but only Funnies can give you Funnies Chili with Vermicelli!!!

Funnies Chili with Vermicelli, Just another way
Funnies extends the stripes to^^mmmSmH^mmSSLO\y^
Eat in, Take out, Free Delivery 654-6469 A Bowl for A Buck!!!
lllllllllll
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Opinion
Who cares about budget cuts?
Student apathy is running rampant at Clemson. A majority of students
apparently either do not have an opinion or don't care to voice one about recent
budget cuts or traffic problems.
The most recent $3.2 million cutback requested by the state will directly
affect the students. In order to meet the 4.6-percent cutback, University President
Bill Atchley has had to deny the faculty a promised 2-percent wage increase and
reduce expenditures on badly needed equipment.
Another budget cut could mean an increase in student fees next year.
University officials have already cut almost all the excess out of the budget and
any more cuts will hurt the quality of programs at Clemson. Will students then
take the time to voice an opinion when it is too late to write a protest to state
officials?
Another example of student apathy was at the traffic forum held
Wednesday. Only 100 students out of the approximately 11,000 attending
Clemson bothered to show. Of the 100 students who attended, only a couple
asked questions, and the majority of questioners were student senators.
There were classes at that time and some students do not have cars,
however, it seems with all the complaints about parking and traffic, more
students would have wanted to attend the forum.
Students have the opportunity to voice opinions, if they care to. The letters
page in The Tiger is frequently filled with commentaries by staff members
because students do not want to comment or share a viewpoint on any issue,
whether it is controversial or thought-provoking.
But then again, who cares?

Stricter academic rules needed
Several proposals to tighten academic regulations for student-athletes are
scheduled for presentation at the next NCAA meeting in January.
If passed, the new regulations will require that an athlete have a 2.5 high
school grade point ratio and a SAT score of 700 before he or she can be accepted
to a university. Another proposal suggests that a freshman have at least a 2.0 gpr
in high school classes other than remedial math and English to insure that he is
prepared for college.
It looks like the NCAA is finally making an attempt to transform college
athletes into students.
College sports-particularly football and basketball - are big business these
days, and it seems that coaches, administrators, and alumni will go to any
lengths to recruit the athletes that will make their team "the best." Newspapers
and magazines are full of stories of athletes who make As in PE classes they
never attend or who are academically eligible to play their sport only because
their records have been subtly altered.
There are athletes at major universities who can barely even read.
Even the present NCAA regulations favor brawn over brains. An athlete
must only maintain a gpr of 2.0 to be academically eligible, and he doesn't even
need a SAT score of 700 to be accepted to a university. The average non-athlete
freshman at Clemson scored 1017 on the SAT.
We applaud the NCAA's latest attempt to tighten its academic regulations,
through we question how strictly it will be able to enforce them. Even with the
minimal academic rules now in effect, violations are too numerous to count.
Still, it would be nice to know that the talented college athlete is a legitimate
student as well.
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Footnotes
"... and I don't want you to say I don't know 'cause that sounds like It
know. And I'm supposed to know."-Danny Ford in Sports Illustrated diso
Homer Jordan's suspension from the Kentucky game.
"Aside from being a good laxative, it also makes a good ceramic'
Skaar, assistant professor of ceramic engineering, talking about MgO in his]
402 class.
"This flag changed my life."-a man selling tiger rag flags before lastw|
football game.
. "1 swore I'd never get involved."— Kirby Player trying not to get involvej
the Student Senate meeting Monday.
"Sex isn't one of those trendy things that goes in and out."—unidentified asj
tant news editor comparing fashion magazines to Playboy.

Strikers are not thinking
in making more deman
great depression. People are leaving I
in droves because they have been laidij
and can't find other jobs.
It's constantly in the news that the caj
Reading The Greenville News the other
industry is in big trouble.
day, I noticed that Chrysler auto workers
And these people are striking becausl
are threatening to strike if they don't get a
they want more money. Do they have r
pay raise.
enough money for food, clothing, and)
shelter? They must if they can afford*
strike and not get a paycheck for howf
long the strike may last.
If Chrysler is forced to raise salaries]
Before going on strike, I think the auto
more than likely some workers will m
workers should take a few points into
be laid off to keep the company's bur
consideration.
Number one, they're already paid quite a balanced.
Maybe that won't bother the peop'J
bit of money for what they do, especially
get their raises, but what about the F
compared to teachers and professors.
Number two, Chrysler almost went
who get laid off? I'm sure they won't
bankrupt a couple of years ago, and had to thrilled about it.
This problem may seem far away'
borrow money from the government to
Clemson University, but it bothers rn«J
stay in business. Striking will only put
more strain on Chrysler's already in-debted some people are so self-focused that iff
can only think of themselves, and no']
budget. If Chrysler goes under, these
about the effect of their actions on ir
workers will be out of more than a raise.
Number three, these people are
fellow workers, on the company, °r™
about the state of the whole nations
threatening to strike in a time of recession,
with the worst unemployment rate since the economy.
by Betsy Russell
news editor
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flayers find the perfect cast for 'Bleacher Bums'
> A eood comedy is rare and this is what I
Ljoyed when I saw "Bleacher Bums" perbrmed by the Clemson Players. Laughs
hipted spontaneously, one after another. I
larvelled that the perfect cast was found at
. university. Its timing was remarkable.

Letters
. .hink they could take this play on the
Lad to other universities and be received
| a professional group of players,
kudos to the director, Cliff Egan. In my
binion he will make a name for himself in
!theater.
Luba Bashnan

id art form
[The Clemson Player production of
Bleacher Bums" was a good play. It had a
t to say about our society today. As an
t form, it reflected the state of our society,
fchich is evidently in sad shape.
I The play was billed as an adult comedy;
ople were warned at the door by a nice
JI about the adult humor that it contained.
Adulterated comedy would have been more
) the point, as much of the adult language
1 humor had been replaced by impure
jeech and inferior humor.
I Calling "Bleacher Bums" a raucous salute
Las very descriptive as Webster defines
jaucous as "disagreebly harsh."
[ hope that in the future the Clemson
layers will use better judgement in its
Election of scripts for presentation to its
■udiences. I feel sure there are better com[dies out than what was displayed last
leek in Daniel Hall. With such talent as we
iave here at Clemson, why not spend the
! to select an excellent script for them to
work with.

But to everyone who enjoyed the play,
to the producers, the directors, and the
cast, I leave you with this thought. You do
not have to apologize to me for the
language in the play. Jesus Christ, who was
mentioned often during the play, said
Himself, "And I say to you, that every
careless word that men shall speak, they
shall render account for it in the day of
judgement." (Matthew 12:36)
Norman Reeves

Social hour
As I leave my humble abode in Johnstone
Hall, I prepare for the mental gymnastics I
must perform that night. I head to Clemson's library to study, but many people feel
that evenings at Robert Muldrow Cooper
Library are a social hour to be spent gossiping and talking. This ranges from who's
dating who at Clemson Univeristy to last
night's TV shows, and favorite soap opera
stars.
Have you ever noticed an odor on the
fifth level where the old newspaper room
used to be —it smells similar to an ashtray
Or better yet, the sweet aroma of a Dutchmaster's White Owl cigarl
As I walk from levels five to one diligently
looking for a place to study, I am presented
with an abundance of noise pollution that
occurs at 8 p.m. If one were to measure
this abundance of noise with a decibal
device at the entrance of the Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library, one would find a
startling similarity to that of a general audience in a move theater.
I might add that I do not want to disturb
others by speaking up at the time of their
socializing.
I benefited only once from a committee
that was reviewing its skit transcript on
the first level. This attractive blonde an-

life, among the student body here. The
people I see here seem to act in an incredibly predictable manner. This is an
observation based upon six years of college,
and three other univerisites in different
regions of the country.
Steve Hlis
At first, I thought that is was just me,
and that I would adjust, but I've been here
over a year now, and have yet to be
stimulated by anything that Clemson
University has to offer. I have the pleasure
I have been told constantly, and I know
of spending my days in an environmentally
it's true, that sorority sisters and fraternity
controlled, sterile brick building that looks
brothers stick together through thick and
like every other building on campus.
thin, but to go as far as to fight is someI believe that I will satisfy my objective
thing totally different.
of obtaining a degree, but I might as well
It hurts me deeply to see the brothers of- be in a coma until I get there.
one fraternity dislike, or rather hate, the
Curtis Hutto
brothers of another fraternity. It's alright to
kid around and call frat brothers particular
names, but when one gets upset and is
ready to express his anger physically, that
is altogether different. As the saying goes,
"if you can't stand the heat, then stay out
of the kitchen."
The Tiger welcomes letters from its
In essence, if you know you're the type
readers on all subjects. Letters should be
to become easily upset over major or minor
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line.
incidents which may occur with other frats,
Letters should be limited to 200 words in
then don't join, for you know you can't
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the
take the pressure.
Thursday issue is the deadline for all letters.
I consider myself friendly towards all the
Each author of a letter must sign the letter
guys on campus, whether they're in a frat
and include his address and phone number.
or not, and I care about them all. So please
The editors reserve the right to edit letters
you guys, work out your problems, but
for style and space. Also, letters which are
don't solve them by physical means.
in poor taste or potentially libelous will be
withheld
if a majority of the editorial board
Francine Davis
deems it appropriate.
All letters become property of The Tiger
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is
maintained should questions arise.
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box 2097
I enjoyed Keith Mattison's editorial of
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632,
Oct. 14. Dull, mediocre, boring. These
or bring them by the offices at room 906 of
flowery adjectives pretty well describe life
the Student Union.
on campus here at Clemson.
There is absolutely no spontaneity, no

nounced there would be another skit
meeting held tomorrow in the same proximity. Though it sounded as if everyone
was invited, I declined from making an appearance.

Stick together

Letters policy

No life here

Talking vending machines
could set bad precedent
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
I can handle computers, but I
can't handle talking vending
machines. Have you seen or heard
them? It sets an ugly precedent.
The canteen has a talking Coke
machine. No one warned me there
would be one of these machines
lurking in the canteen, so I was
taken totally by surprise. I put in
my money, and this tiny little
voice said, "Please make your
selection." Now, I'm a liberalminded person, but this is carrying
automation a little far.
I was going to order a Tab, but
I didn't know what the machine
was going to say. This thing could
get really vicious. Thoughts of,
"Okay, fatty, you selected the
Tab," or "what's the matter, got a
weight problem?" pop into mind.
But what bothers me is, where will
it stop?
Talking bank machines
Can't you just picture it? You're
about to take your girlfriend out
for a date, and you go to check
your checking balance at your
local magic money machine, and it

laughs at you7
"Your inquiry has been
processed and your account shows
a severe lack of funds (snicker,
snicker). Please try again when
Dad sends more money (laughter).
Or you go back to the machine,
at three in the morning, and it
says, (In a very loud voice) "Hello,
, nice to see you
AGAIN. You must be having a
wild time tonight since this is your
second visit.
And I'm sure this will lead to
increased crime. The machines will
announce how much you withdraw,
and every criminal between here
and Walhalla will be able to hear
it.
"One hundred dollars. Hope you
don't get knocked over. Have a
nice day."
Other talking monstrosities
Instead of Val-dine card readers
in Harcombe beeping, they could
say nice little phrases, like "You'll
regret this" or "I'd try the sandwich
line if I were you."
And if you tried to eat twice, it
might yell things like, "My, my,
you're really desperate if you're
trying to eat in here again."

And what about other things
talking back to you. Mirrors
might be heard to talk back to the
viewer.
"You know you've gained a few
pounds, Miss Piggy," or "I
wouldn't be seen dead in a dress
like that," might be a few of the
comments heard throughout
dorms.
And what happens when the
little refrigerator that you rented
from student government starts
calling you names, like"Moose" or
"Mountain"? You wouldn't be able
to return it because you'd have to
repeat what the little pile of bolts
called you.
And I'm sure the computer
center would get in on the act.
After your 36th straight hour of
programming, the printer starts
making snide comments like, "HI
be glad when you work those 23
pages of errors out," or "I'd drop
the course while there is still time."
But my major fear is when they
come up with the talking letter.
Everyone between Clemson and
your hometown will know your
mid-term grades. And you won't be
able to lie about what the letters
mean either.

If
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CLEMSON OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC,

H
ST. MARK UNITED
METHODIST CHURCH
HAS AN OPENING
FOR AN ORGANIST,
PART-TIME POSITION.
SALARY NEGOTIABLE.
SEND RESUME TO:
SEARCH COMMITTEE,
616 QUINCY RD.,
SENECA, SC 29678
(803) 882-2603

YOUR OFF-CAMPUS WAY TO SAVE MONEY
A COMPLETE SELECTION OF STAEDTLER/MARS
DRAFTING PRODUCTS NOW IN STOCK
MAILING TUBES & DRAWING COVERS
LARGEST SELECTION OF WRITING INSTRUMENTS
IN CLEMSON
10% DISCOUNT TO STUDENTS
VICTORIA SQUARE 654-6396

AT

ACROSS PROM MR. KNICKERBOCKER

FRESH
CRAB
QUICHE
WITH
STUFFED
MUSHROOMS
*3.75
OPEN FRIDAYS 'TIL 7:00

^■■■■iCOUPONaM*"*

Expires November 30, 1982

FAST COLOR!
Print Processing

\2* txPOSURE

2"
24 Exp. 4"
36 Exp. 6"
Kodacolor
Gaf Fuji
(Foreign Film Not Included)

present Coupon When
Film is Turned In

STUDYIN... WITH THE
REAL TASTE OF BEER.

«««?««.

ffcd>it\

Blue Ribbon
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he Gang found
uffett concert
hort of paradise
J This week the Gang went to the
limy Buffett Concert. But there
\e problems with the Gang. Mike
V\dy is missing in action somewhere, so in an attempt to even out
the Gang, Alan Cannon was added
1 a member. But, Sha Sifford
\mehow got sidetracked the night
fthe concert, so she never made it
[the show. And we thought there
fere no problems in Paradise.
|Kavin visits Margaritaville
[Not being a Buffett fan, I wasn't
^•e how much I was going to enjoy
: show. But I had a great time. I
ht not have known all the
trigs, but that didn't stop me from
iijoying a decent concert.

Night Out
with
The Gang
|The concert seemed to have been
ndled well, with few problems
Icurring. There were arrests made
Ithe concert, but they were orderly,
■ least where we were.
IThe concert was exciting. Like I
pd, I'm not a Buffett fan, but the
ergy in the crowd was conjious. The songs were evenly
yided, and the show built itself up
a climax. Margaritaville
i never so much fun.
["Slow Boat to China" was a
Ivorite of mine. Buffett played the
fcwness and romanticism of the
Dig to its fullest. His voice isn't
p good, but it lent itself well to
he song.
IThe only complaint I had with
he concert was the back-up singers.
Ihink one of them spent the conIt in pain. Too bad I wasn't sitting
Ihere I could tell which one it was,
■would have put her out of her

Manilow appears in Littlejohn
by Mary Shveima
features editor

misery.
Alan's point of view
I had fun at the Buffett concert,
but not as much fun as I had expected that I would. I don't know,
maybe I wasn't drunk enough to
laugh at a 40-year-old pretending
he was a college kid.
It must have been a great concert
by today's standards, because
everyone around me seemed to be
having a great time. Everybody
clapped long enough for Buffett to
be able to come out and do the
necessary encores, and all Buffett's
jokes were met with just the right
amount of enthusiasm.
But, when Mr. Buffett left the
stage and the house lights came on,
I was overcome with one emotion:
relief.
Cindy's turn
Now Alan, you're taking the
wrong attitude about this whole
thing. Anyone who has been at
Clemson for three years should
realize that "fun" is the most you
can expect when you're stuck in this
town on a Saturday night.
And the Buffett concert was fun.
I've always liked Jimmy Buffett and
his concert went exactly as I expected, though I wish he would
have introduced a few of the new
songs from that new album he kept
talking about.
Kavin is right about one thing,
however. Something was very
definitely wrong with one of the
back-up singers, though I'm not sure
which one it was either. And while
I'm complaining, I might as well
mention the tacky backdrop: that
cheeseburger was much too nauseating to have ever come from
paradise.
Jimmy Buffett was great. I only
wish that CDCC would have
brought him to Bengal Ball instead
of Littlejohn Coliseum - then he
would have been perfect.

Barry Manilow is best remembered for songs such as
"Mandy" and "weekend in New England." Tickets are still
available at the union box office and several ticket outlets.
Tickets are $12.75 and $15.25.

Five Directions offers double-feature
Australian half-breed who, because of racial discrimination, kills people and is chased across the country. The
film has a warning about the violence contained in it.
These films are shown on Thursdays at 7:30 p.m.,
Three films remain in the Five Directions film series
and two films have been added as a special classroom except for the Hitchcock double feature. Admission is
either by season pass or purchase of an individual ticket
series.
On Oct. 28 there will be an Alfred Hitchcock dou- for $3. The films are shown in Lee Hall Auditorium.
Two other films have been added as a special
ble feature "just in time for Halloween," according to
classroom
series and are not included in the season pass
Carol Ward, sponsor of the series. "Suspicion," starring
Cary Grant and Joan Fontane, will be shown at 5 and for Five Directions.
"Billy Budd," based on the Herman Melville classic
9 p.m., and 'The Lady Vanishes" will be shown at 7 p.m.
On Nov. 4 "Wild Strawberries," a film by the by the same name, will be shown in Hardin Hall AudiSwedish director Ingmar Bergman, will be shown. This torium on Tuesday, Nov. 9, at 3:30 p.m. It stars Peter
film is about an elderly man who has to travel a great Ustinov, Robert Ryan, and Terence Stamp.
"Lord of the Hies," based on the classic by William
distance to receive an award. During his journey, he has
Golding,
will be shown in Lee Hall Auditorium on Tuesflashbacks and relives parts of his childhood. These exday, Nov. 16, at 7:30 p.m.
periences better his family relations.
Ticket prices will be slightly lower than those for
The final film, to be shown on Nov. 11, will be
'The Chant of Jimmie Blacksmith." 'It is a recent Five Directions and must be purchased separately for
Australian film that has received a lot of critical praise," each movie, according to Ward.
said Ward. It is based on a true story about an
by Karen Reynolds
staff writer

'erformer looks to debut album
fo bring support from new fans
by Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor

fier irmiter

Kier Irmiter will appear in
Tillman Hall Auditorium Thursday,
Nov. 11.
Irmiter is probably best remembered as a solo performer, playing
small clubs such as Edgar's. Irmiter
said he hopes his album will help
change that, along with the fact he
now has a band.
"Hopefully with the band well
make a stronger impression on the
fans," said Irmiter.
The show will consist of two segments. One part will feature Irmiter
in a solo performance, with the sec-

"An Evening With Barry
Manilow" will be presented in
Littlejohn Coliseum on Nov. 13 at
8 p.m.
The concert will be presented "inthe-round" with only Manilow performing for two-and-a half hours.
According to Sam Whitfield,
University Union concert chairman,
ticket sales are going really well.
"People had camped out since Monday morning to buy tickets (on
Tuesday, the first day of ticket
sales]," Whitfield said. First-day
ticket sales totaled 3076.
His success has spanned every
aspect of the entertainment world.
Manilow has won a Grammy award
for songwriting and recording, a
Tony award for a Broadway appearance, an Emmy for one of his
television specials, and an Academy
Award nomination for "Ready To
Take A Chance Again" from the
movie "Foul Play" in addition to several other awards and recognitions.
Also during his career, Manilow
has written several commercial
themes and was Bette Midler's
musical director and arranger in
1972.
Tickets, available at the Union
Box office, Carol's Records in
Greenville, and Poco Records in
Easley, are $15.25 and $12.75.

ond portion of the show featuring
Irmiter and the band. The shows
will feature original material as well
as material by other artists, such as
James Taylor and Billy Joel.
But Irmiter is still known as a
copy artist. "I do copy other
people's works pretty well, but I
don't want to be remembered that
way," said Irmiter.
Though a starting time has not
been announced for the show,
Irmiter said he plans on an evening
of entertainment, probably between two and three hours."
Tickets for the show are $3 for
students and $4 for non-students.

Union announces programs
University Union activities for
the next couple of weeks include a
couple of movies, several trips, a
pumpkin carving contest, and
events like the Kier Irmiter concert
on Nov. 11.
The movies include "Absence of
Malice" from Nov. 4 through 6
and The Shining" from Nov. 11
through 13. There won't be a
movie shown from Oct. 28 through
30 because of fall break. The early
showing of The Shining" is at
6:30 p.m. because of the film's
length. All movies are presented
at the YMCA and cost $1.50.
Bands appearing at Edgar's are
Moon Pie from Oct. 27 through
29 and the Glen Phillips Band
from Nov. 4 through 6. Admission

is $1 and showtime is at 9 p.m.
Hot Shandy performs at The
Gutter on Nov. 11 at 8 p.m.
The Gallery Lainzberg hosts an
animation art sale in the Palmetto
Ballroom on Nov. 10 through 12
from 10 to 6 p.m.
On Nov. 3 the Union Travel
Committee presents a slide promotion for the spring break
cruise. Deadline for the cruise
signup is Nov. 10.
Trips include an overnight cave
exploring trip to Lost Sea, Tenn.,
on Nov. 13 through 14, and on
the same days a trip to Charleston
and Middleton Place. Cost is $39
for transportation and lodging.
Deadline for signup is Nov. 9
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Spelunking—Overnight
cave exploring trip at
Lost Sea Caves in Tennessee,
Nov. 13, 14, $22

Short Courses in NovemberBasket weaving, Nov. 9, $12
Breadmaking, Nov. 18, $3

Clemson Travels—
Movies:
"Flash Gordon,'' thru
Oct. 23, $1.50,
7, 9:15 p.m. and
midnight on Friday
and Saturday
"Nosferatu," Oct. 24,
free, 8 p.m.
Free popcorn for
Y-Movie Discount
Cards
Video—Dracula, Oct. 25
thru 29.
No Y-Movie next week
due to fall break

Barry Manilow
Littlejohn Coliseum
Nov. 13, Saturday,
8 p.m.
Tickets are $12.75 and $15.25

Kier Irmiter
Tillman Auditorium
Nov. 11, Thursday, 8 p.m.
$
3—students, $4—public

Nov. 13-15Charleston and
Middleton Place Trip,
$
39.
Nov. 10—Sign-up
Deadline for Spring
Break Cruise, $125.00
deposit
Dec. 4—Christmas
shopping and skating
at Eastland Mall in
Charlotte, N.C. $7

PREPARE YOURSELF FOR

Nov. 22 and 23, 9 p.m.—$1

cui

CLEMSON

UNIVERSITY

Pumpkin Carving Contest
Oct. 28, 12:30-2 p.m. in Loggia
We provide pumpkins and
carving instruments
UNION
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Sports
Austin sets new school record
by Pam Sheppard
staff writer
Cliff Austin, a senior tailback on the Tiger football
team, was dressing for class early Tuesday morning
when he suddenly had to stop and listen. The radio informed him, along with many other listeners, of the
good news. He had been chosen as Atlantic Coast Conference back of the week and was ranked seventh in the
nation in rushing.
—

Player Profile
it was a great reeling, Clitt said, and a nice honor
to be chosen as a player of the week."
But Cliff had been named back of the week before;
the real shock was being ranked seventh in the nation in
rushing.
"It is a pleasing honor" he said, "to know that 1 am
ranked up with the guys who you read about in the
paper all the time."
Maybe Cliff has overlooked his name in the recent
papers or maybe he just finds it hard to believe that he's
among the top-10 rushers in the nation. Either way, the
fact still remains-Cliff is up there with the best.

jane Forman attempts a backhand, (photo by Stephanie
fcchauer)

Lady Tigers defeat Georgia
by Lyn McNeely
staff writer
The Lady Tiger tennis team
[defeated Georgia last weekend by
la score of 7-2. The team swept all
■of the doubles matches and won
[four key singles matches.
The highlight of the match, acing to coach Andy Johnston,
vas Jane Forman's come-fromIbehind victory over Lisa Spain in
jnumber-one singles. After losing
■to Spain in a match held three
[weeks ago, Forman gained
[revenge Sunday with a straight set
[victory, 6-4, 6-3.
In number-three singles, Jody
iTrucks defeated Maxx Kaufman,
B-2, 6-3.
"Jody played really well,
Johnston said. "She beat the girl

who defeated her last year."
Two freshmen, Gigi Fernandez
and Lisa Bobby, also played key
roles in the Lady Tigers' victory.
Fernandez defeated Nancy Cohen
4-6, 6-0, 6-1 in number-two
singles, while Bobby defeated Dot
Higgins 6-4, 7-5 in number-five
singles. Both girls are undefeated
in match play this year, Johnston
said.
'The biggest improvement over
last year's team has been in the
doubles as we have won 13 out of
15 matches," Johnston said. "On
Sunday, the doubles' teams again
looked good; we won all three
matches."
In a key doubles match, Melissa
Seigler and Jane Neville defeated
the Georgia team of Morgan and
Fisher, 5-7, 6-3, 7-6.

lordan has knee surgery
by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor
[Quarterback Homer Jordan
nderwent arthroscopic surgery on
right knee Monday to have a
tide of torn cartilage removed.
"an spent Monday night in a
Greenville hospital, and returned to
piemson on Tuesday.
Jordan injured the knee in pracce last week and had to miss the
■ game. The knee simply gave
[ray on Jordan while he was throw! the ball in practice, coach Danny
ford said.
JBecause of the injury, Jordan
fould be out of action for three to
our weeks, but according to Head
piner Fred Hoover, Jordan could
pum sooner than expected.
j "Homer will definitely miss the
|IC State game, and that's all we
"°w right now," Hoover said.
v
e're just waiting for the knee to
and some players heal faster
jjan others. Rod Elkins [North
H>r°lina's quarterback] had a
ffftlar operation, and I believe he
[as playing again in two weeks."
Jordan was scheduled to begin a

rehabilitation program on Thursday afternoon.
"First, he will work on range of
motion, and then he can move up
to weights and finally up to running," Hoover said. 'The open week
will give us extra time to work with
him."
According to Hoover, Jordan's
injury is not overly painful. "He's
already putting weight on the leg,"
Hoover said. 'The injury is similar
to a bruise-type of hurt."
Even though Hoover and his staff
will be working with Jordan, they
will not decide when he will return.
'That's strictly up to the doctors,"
Hoover said. "They'll determine
when he can go."
Saturday's game with NC State
will be the second that Jordan has
missed because of the injury.
Jordan bruised his right knee
prior to the opener at Georgia and
has experienced problems with the
knee throughout the season.
It's not likely that the injuries are
related. Hoover said. "They
could've been, but we didn't find
any evidence of it in the tests."

Game to stardom
Cliff received the two awards after his performance
in last Saturday's Duke game. He broke 15 tackles,
scored three touchdowns, and piled up an impressive
260 yards, breaking a school record. Don King set the
old record 30 years ago by rushing for 234 yards against
Fordham.
For the 1982 season Cliff has 108 carries for 701
yards. He averages 6.5 yards per carry and has now had
three straight 100-yard games. The three touchdowns in
Saturday's game boosted his total to nine, and he has
three pass receptions for 15 yards.
"We have goals as a team, but I have individual
goals as well," Cliff said. "I've always wanted to break a
school record."
With about 12 minutes left in Saturday's game, Cliff
left his mark on Death Valley and in the record book.
T was about to go back into the game after being
out a series, and my coach told me I needed about 15
yards to break a record," he said. T was really surprised
because I didn't even know I had over 200 going into the
fourth quarter."
So, Cliff trotted back on the field with one thing on
his mind. He wanted those 15 yards.
"I had a long run, then I got tackled. When I got up
I knew I had broken the record because Chuck [McSwain]
was coming into the game."
Cliff knew the coaches would be taking him out
once he passed the mark because his body had taken all
it could. He suffered through the entire game with a
stomach ache and a broken blood vessel in his hand.
"When I was jogging off the field, I heard the announcer start to stay that I had broken a record," Cliff
said. "I was so happy; it was like I was on a natural
high."
Cliff had prepared and waited for Saturday's game
since coming to Clemson. "After all these years, and all I
felt I went through," he said, T was happy to know I had
finally accomplished one of my goals."
Cliff's teammates
But Cliff refuses to take all the credit for his success.
"I attribute some of my ability to the preparing each
week, but most to the offensive line," he said. "All this
wouldn't be possible without the line because holes are
opened up each week for me to run through. Those guys
are really the key to my success."
At the first of the season many Tiger fans were
pessimistic about the strength and depth of the offensive
line. Four starters were lost with the 1981 season and the
National Championship. The fans' confidence in the line
just wasn't there.
However, Cliff has kept his confidence in his teammates, and it strengthens with each week's practices and
game.
'The entire offensive line dedicated themselves this
last summer," he said. "We have more pressure on us this
year, and at first we weren't mentally ready to play. In
the last few games you could see our dedication paying
off for us-the defense stopped the ball, and we put
points on the board."
Cliff looks to the rest of the season and sees
"hopefully a lot of success. If we keep improving, and
we get our injured players back, we have the potential

Cliff Austin
to be a great team," he said. "We figure if we go out and
win each game one by one, the post season, the ACC
championship, and the national ranking will take care of
themselves."
Rooming with Homer
No matter how well the Tigers perform on the field,
they still have a missing link, and Cliff readily
acknowledges the fact.
"Eppley's a fine quarterback, and Clemson has a lot
to look forward to in the future," Cliff said. "But with
Homer out of the game there's extra pressure on the offense because a dimension is missing."
Cliff's concern for teammate and roommate Homer
Jordan carries itself off the field. "Homer's a good friend,
and if I have a problem I know I can go talk to him."
Cliff said. "He knows he can do the same with me."
Homer's knee injury has Cliff worried; the NCAA
investigation has made him mad.
"I get questioned a lot about Homer, but he has the
real burden being accused of things he hasn't done," Cliff
said. "I think before you come down on somebody you
need a verdict of guilty. Homer's already getting the
third degree, and no verdict's been reached yet."
Unity's the key
To be a powerhouse team, Cliff thinks the players
must stick together and keep a tight bond among
themselves.
"I'm pretty close to the whole team, and that's one
of the things I'm most pleased about," he said. "We're a
close-knit team."
Cliff uses his leadership abilities to strengthen the
team's unity. "I try to show leadership by getting the
team going," he said. "A pat on the back is always encouraging, and if someone has a good practice, I tell him
he did a good job."
The younger players need encouragement, and
Cliff uses that need as an incentive for himself to work
harder.
^
"I think if I work hard and have a good practice," he
said, "the younger backs will look at me and say "He's
working hard and it's paying off for him. Maybe it could
for me.'"
His biggest fan
Part of Cliff's incentive and strength stems from the
continuous encouragement his mom gives to him.
"I'm real close to my mother, and she's been behind
me all the way," he said.
While most of the players are spending time with
friends after the home games, Cliff travels to Scottsdale,
Ga., to spend the afternoon with his mom. She's been in
the hospital since the start of the season, and her health
has possibly hindered Cliff's play.
"It did bother me at the beginning of the season
because I was worried about her," he said. "She was really
sick, but now they say she's doing better. Whether she's
there in the hospital, or here at the game, she's still my
biggest fan and always has been."
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Lady spikers upset Lady Dogs
by Pam Sheppard
staff writer
The Lady Tiger volleyball team
played a tenacious Georgia team
last Monday night in the Jervey
Gym and came up with an upset
win over the Lady Dogs. Clemson
downed Georgia in three straight
games, 15-10, 16-14, and 15-11.
Georgia falls
The Georgia team was 29-2
before the match and had beaten
Clemson in two previous tournaments.
"We could tell by the way they
walked on the court that they were
sure of themselves," coach Margie
Wessel said. "They gave us more incentive to win."
In the past two match-ups between
the teams, Clemson fell to the Lady
Dogs, 15 -11, 12 -15, and 5 -15 at
Georgia, and then again in the Columbia Invitational 2 — 15 and
5-15.
"When we played them before we
didn't ever give up," Wessel said.
"We just never gave 100 percent."
According to Wessel, Georgia
has never been beaten that badly by
any past Lady Tiger team. "I don't
think they've ever been beat that
badly by us."

In all three of the games, Clemson dominated the play and not
once fell behind. "We just had one
solid team effort," Wessel said. "We
played great."
Complimenting the performance
of all the players, Wessel said,
"Everybody who got on the court
played like a team member." She
praised the play of Lynn Osborne,
who took over the starting position
for the injured Judy Sackfield.
"Lynn came in and totally
dominated the front row every time
she was there," Wessel said. "She
had a great game."
The win over Georgia not only
changed the Lady Tigers' 9-9 season
record into a winning one, but it
also gave the players a positive attitude. "They feel good about themselves, now," Wessel said.
Upset
The Georgia win did not compensate for the Clemson loss to
Duke last Friday night at Jervey.
The Lady Tigers lost the first game
13-15, but then came back to lead
two games to one by winning the
next two with easy victories of 15-2
and 15-5.
The Lady Devils came from behind,
though, and downed Clemson in

the final games, 17-15 and 17-15.
"We played good at times,"
Wessel said, "but we just didn't connect when we needed to."
In the first contest, Duke came
back from a 10-5 deficit to outscore
the Lady Tigers. "We were ahead of
them, but they caught up and then
passed us," Wessel said.
Judy Sackfield accounted for five
points in the second game as Clemson held the Lady Devils to a mere
two points.
In the third game the Lady Tigers
again dominated play and defeated
the Lady Devils.
Clemson built up a 9-2 lead in the
fourth game but allowed Duke to
come back and tie the score at
11-11. Clemson served a matchpoint three times but was unable to
pull off the win. Duke survived to
down the Lady Tigers, 17-15.
In the last game, the teams competed closely throughout the entire
contest, but Duke came up with the
win in the final minutes and upped
its season record to 13-10. Sackfield
scored six points for Clemson, but
her effort was not enough.
"We had them at match-point at
least five times," Wessel said, "but
we'd make stupid mistakes, and we
ended up with the loss."

Ruggers split pair of games
by Cindy Fox
staff writer
The Rugby Club's A-Side team
lost 9-18 to Life Chiropractic College last Sunday, but Clemson's
B-Side team claimed a 15 — 13 victory in the second game.
In the first game LCC took an
early 3 — 0 lead against the A-Side
ruggers with a penalty kick.
According to team captain Frank
Graziano, good defense provided
by Greg Zelinski, George Conover,
and Gary Biddiscombe, wasn't
enough to stop the LCC advances.
Next, Life scored a four-point
goal and added the conversion kick
for a 9-0 lead.
A-Side forwards Tim Maguire,
Bill OTJonnel, Billy Hannah, and
Frank Hannah moved the ball close
to the goal line but were unable to
score.
LCC added another penatly kick
to take a 12-0 lead at the half.

Rising above the LCC advance,
In the second hald, LCC scored
an additional goal to increase their Clemson B-Side forwards Keith
Cohen, Grant Zerbe, and Reed
lead to 18-0.
But the Tiger ruggers came back. Freedman allowed Dave Barnfield
A-Side forward Billy Hannah took to convert a penalty kick, decreasadvantage of a bad LCC pass to set ing the LCC lead to 3-6.
Barnfield made two additional
up Brian Mihalic for a four-point
penalty kicks to give the Tigers a
goal on the next play.
Scott Brady added the conver- 9-6 lead at the half.
In the second half, Barnfield consion kick and later added a penatly
verted
two more penalty kicks to
kick to make the final score 9 —18.
After the game, Graziano com- give the Tigers a 15-6 advantage.
LCC then came back strong by
plimented the play of Mike O'Neal,
Kerry Suttlemyer, Sam Butter- scoring a penalty kick and a fourpoint goal. But LCCs conversion
worth, and Glen Troffatter.
According to Graziano, LCC kick failed, and the Tiger ruggers
finished second in the nation last claimed a 15 —13 victory.
According to Graziano everyone
year. "Even though we lost," he
said, "the effort was excellent played well, including David Elis,
Frank Farrish, Jim Kelly, Jay
against such a strong team."
The Clemson B's then took the Thrower, and Jeff Jacobs. "All I can
field against a previously unbeaten say is that it was a great victory," he
said.
LCC B-Side team.
The Tiger ruggers will host Old
LCC came out strong and took as
White this Sunday at 2.
early 6 — 0 lead.

THE TIGER IS STILL LOOKING
FOR WRITERS.
INTERESTED PEOPLE ARE
INVITED TO THE NEXT
TIGER MEETING ON

NOV 7 AT 8:00
COME WORK
FOR THE TIGER
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VOTE AND SUPPORT
BRIGADIER GENERAL

JOE BROWN
(SCARNG, Retired)

^

w
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FOR

Adjutant General
Of South Carolina
MILITARY CAREER
v VOLUNTEERED FOR ACTIVE DUTY
U.S. ARMY in 1943
*> MEMBER S.C. ARMY NATIONAL GUARD
1947-1977
In the Following Capacities:
• 51st Command Headquarters, Columbia
• 2nd Brigade Commander, 30th Mech. Div.,
Newberry
• Troop Commander, Columbia
• Deputy Division Commander, Raleigh
• Commander, 218th Infantry Brigade, Newberry

is Retired in 1977, as Required by Law
after Five Years' Service as General
^ Clemson Graduate

VOTE NOV. 2
(PAID FOR BY THE COMMITTEE TO ELECT JOE BROWN)

\ DOWN
TOWN

NEXT WEDNESDAY (OCT. 27)

STROH'S
NIGHT

j

- 50* STROHS ALL NIGHT
-T-SHIRTS, HATS AND
CASES GIVEN AWAY
EVERY HALF HOUR
-35*
DRAFT,
$
2.00 PITCHERS

WATCH OUR SIGN
FOR
FUTURE SPECIALS
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Victory

Three Tiger teams claimed major victories last weekend. Lisa Harbison, 17,
upper left, spikes the ball over a Georgia defender in the Lady Tigers' upset win.
The Lady spikers defeated the top-10 Lady Dogs in three straight games, (photo
Soccer coach I.M. Ibrahim, above, urges his team on in the Clemson invitational. The Tigers won the tourney title by topping Davis & Elkins, 3-1, ana UIMLcreensboro, 2-0. (photo by Mark Bailey)
sophomore quarterback Mike Eppley, 14, lower left, awaits the center snap
from Cary Massaro, 52. ciemson rolled to a 49-14 win over the Duke Blue Devils,
(photo by Alan cannon)
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NEED MONEY?

Clemson dumps Blue Devils

BLUE RIDGE
PAWN BROKERS, INC.
403A 123 BYPASS
EASLEY, S.C.

by Jim Gilstrap
sports editor
After 53 passes, 26 penalties, six
turnovers, 872 yards of total offense, and 63 points, the scoreboard
clock ticked down to 0:00 for the
final time, and Saturday's ClemsonDuke game became a part of 1982
history.

Located Beside The Pancake House and
Across from Pickens County Produce

WE LEND MONEY ON ITEMS
OF VALUE AND
BUY GOLD AND SILVER
859-0307

Trailing
the Tiger
Whew. It was quite an afternoon
of football in Death Valley.
The outcome made the extended
wait worthwhile, however. After
three hours of literally running up
and down the field, Danny Ford's
Tigers had added victory number
four to the record books.
But the convincing 49-14 dumping of Duke didn't come as easily as
the one-sided score might indicate.
The fourth quarter was four
seconds old before the crowd of
63,500 could safely predict a win
for the Tigers. At that time,
Clemson's advantage reached 28
points, 42-14.
Sure, the Tigers were up by 14 at
the end of the first half, but I still
couldn't tell which team had control
of the game.
The first half— it was unusual. It
was unpredictable; it was different.
One thing was clearly evident.
The first half didn't lack entertainment. If you left your assigned seat
to visit the concession stand or the
necessary room, you probably missed
at least two touchdowns. Not many
people left their seats.
Tennis match
In one aspect, the first half was
similar to a tennis match. The action was fast paced; it moved from
end to end again and again. The
Tigers would advance the football
in one direction, and then all of a
sudden, the Blue Devils would have
the ball and be moving it in the opposite direction.
Heads continually moved back
and forth as the spectators tried to
focus on the play at "center court."
At the half, there were many
limber necks and motion blurred
eyes. And liquor wasn't even the
prime offender.
What was so peculiar about the
first half7 Well, you asked for it.
Clemson received the opening
kick. Moved to the Duke 35.
Punted on fourth and eight.
Duke took over. Used quick
counts and no huddles. Moved 80
yards in 1:14. Scored on a 42-yard
pass from Ben Bennett to Chris
Castor.
The Tigers added two quick
touchdowns. The second came on a
47-yard burst by Cliff Austin. The
Tigers were in the wishbone formation. Clemson led, 14-7.
Duke took over. A Bennett pass
was intercepted by Clemson's
Johnny Rembert. Rembert galloped
22 yards and fumbled. Duke gained
control. Four plays later, another
Bennett pass was picked off by
Rembert. He raced 43 yards for a
touchdown.
Duke received the kick. The Blue
Devils were backed up to their own
10 by the Tiger defense. On third
down, Bennett fired a screen pass to
John Tolish. Tolish booted the football—a quick kick.
The Tigers moved toward another

Cliff Austin, 7, follows Jeff Mccall, 32. (photo by Mark Bailey)
on crutches, the Clemson sideline
resembled a picnic for the handicapped. Yet, some of the younger
players answered Ford's call, and
the Tigers prevailed. And, they
prevailed in fine fashion.
On offense, Austin followed
superb blocking by the interior line
and gained 260 yards to set a new
school rushing record. The offense
produced 49 points on 520 total
yards. Those are impressive
statistics, indeed.
The ground game has been the
key to the Tigers' recent offensive
success. After last week's win, the
offense climbed into the nation's top
10 in rushing with a 274.5 average
per game.
On defense, the Tigers gave up a
lot of yardage to the Blue Devils but
gave up few points. The Devils
racked up 294 yards in the pass
department but managed only 58
rushing yards.
The Tiger defense currently ranks
fourth in the nation in scoring
defense (10.0) and eighth in rushing
defense, yielding only 75.8 yards
per outing.
Adversity
NC State
No question about it, though,
Again this week, the Tigers must
Clemson controlled the momentum
defeat adversity as well as NC
in the second half. The offense rolled
to three touchdowns, and the
State.
The Wolfpack definitely knows
defense didn't allow another Duke
that Jordan will be out for the game
score. The Tigers secured the
due to his recent knee operation.
victory.
Now State has to prepare for only
However, the Tigers didn't just
one quarterback.
defeat Duke on Saturday; they also
Three of the nine injured players
defeated adversity, a familiar foe of
might return. Joe Glenn, Ray
the 1982 season.
Brown, and Terrence Flagler all
It seems as though the Tigers
must face a new problem every
practiced this week.
The Pack will be tough to beat at
week. They must deal with the
home, especially after their embarproblem and with the opposing
rassing 41-9 loss to North Carolina.
team, and that's not an easy task.
Clemson is favored to win by 10 to
Adversity creeped into the Tiger
14 points, but the Tigers can't take
camp early in the season.
the Wolfpack lightly.
First, the Tigers lost a game and
State crept into Death Valley last
tied a game, and everyone wanted
year and gave the Tigers a major
to know what was wrong. Were the
scare before losing 7-17. Basically,
Tigers still living on last year, the
the same group returns for the
national championship year? Did
the players think they were too
Wolfpack.
The offense is led by tailback Joe
good? Did they even care about
Mclntosh, and the defense is led by
winning?
free safety Eric Williams. According
Next, the NCAA stepped in to into Ford, State could have the best
vestigate Homer Jordan's car. As a
all-around personnel in the conresult of the probe, Jordan was
withheld from the Kentucky game.
ference.
Last week, the Tigers were
State will give Clemson a tough
plagued by multiple injuries. Jordan
time, but I don't think the Tigers
and Dan Benish both injured knees
will stumble. The Tigers are working toward an Atlantic Coast Conduring practice and had to watch
from the sideline. Seven other
ference title, and to achieve that
goal, they must beat the competiplayers also missed the Duke game
because of injuries.
tion.
With many of the injured players
That means NC State.

score. Mike Eppley lofted a lame
pass. Duke's Brick Johnstone intercepted it; he raced 47 yards to the
Clemson 15.
Duke pushed into the end zone.
Clemson led by only seven, 21-14.
Clemson controlled the ball.
Moved to the Duke 31. Eppley
threw deep. Duke was called for interference in the end zone. The
Tigers were awarded the ball at the
one. Jeff McCall bulled into the end
zone. Clemson led, 28-14.
Duke took over with two minutes left. Marched to the Tiger 21.
Tolish attempted a 38-yard field
goal. He missed.
Time expired. The first half was
over.
Now, do your eyes feel like they
did at halftime of last Saturday's
game?
Yes, the wishbone, a quick kick,
and a no-huddle offense were all
crammed into the first 30 minutes of
play. After action like that, who
needs pro football? Let the strike
continue.

"ft?*^ f $©•**
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Peace Corps
Recruiter will conduct interviews with
seniors I. grad students Wed.-Fri.: Nov.
3-5 in the Student Union, 9-5PM; Nov. 5
in the Career Placement Office, 8-4:30PM.

STUDENTS & BOOSTERS
Durable, high-quality
laminated metal wastebasket. Can also be used as
umbrella stand, storage bin, j
etc. Great for dorm, frat and'
recreation rooms, den or
study, and home bars.
Perfect as gifts. Large
19" x 10" size. ONLY $13.95
EACH. (Price includes all
shipping and handling
charges, and is sent via
UPS.) Satisfaction guaranteed. Allow 2-3 weeks for
delivery. Send check or
money order (No C.O.D's)
To:

CLEMSON LOGO
WASTEBASKET

MAILMART SPECIALTIES
P.O. BOX 36188
CINCINNATI, OHIO 45236

in your school's colors.

Quantity
I

PRINT Name _

I

Address
City & State

(CLIP AD AND SEND)

-Zip
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Fifth-ranked booters win Clemson Invitational title
by Alan Cannon
staff writer
JSoccer coach I. M. Ibrahim could
Ipt his 200th coaching victory FriKv night if his Tigers defeat North
Erolina, in an important
Kantic Coast Conference matchup.
"But I am concerned with North
Llina. It is a key ACC game "
Lhim said. "They re coming off
L tough losses in Florida, and
L're going to be mad as hell when
Ly come to Clemson."
I The Tigers will be without the
Ibices of All-American Nnamdi
Lokocha for the rest of the season
icause the senior Nigerian is now
Kdemically ineligible. Nwokocha
opped below the 12-credit-hour
unit the NCAA requires.
I'l tell my players two things
Eery year," Ibrahim said Friday.
mLe, they are not to drop a course
jvithout telling me first, and second,
that they are not to drop below 12
lours. Nnamdi did that anyway. Ill

say it that way, he did it anyway."
The Tigers opened their fall tournament Friday afternoon against
Davis & Elkins. Chuck Nash scored
two goals to lead Clemson to a 3-1
win.
Davis & Elkins opened the scoring with 26:25 left in the first half
when Nico Pronk scored an unassisted
goal.
Nash scored Clemson's first goal
with 1:59 remaining in the half on a
pass from Arthur Ebunam to tie the
score.
After only 44 seconds of secondhalf play, Nash scored again, this
time on a header, with an assist
from Mo Tinsley. The Tiger stretched
their lead to 3-1 when Maxwell
Amatisiro scored at the 18:55 mark.
The Tigers clinched the tournament championship Sunday with a
2-0 win over UNC-Greensboro.
The victory marked their second Invitational championship in a row,
and their fifth tournament trophy in
the nine-year history of the event.

Adubarie Otorubio was named
the tournament's most valuable
player.
John Lee scored first for the
Tigers from 30 yards out on an
assist from Nash. With 26:46 remaining in the game, Tinsley scored
from the two-yard marker on an
assist from Lee. The goal and win
gave fifth-ranked Clemson an 11-1
record.
Clemson will face the Tarheels
Friday night at 6 p.m. on Riggs
Field. North Carolina, with only
one tie and no defeats in league
play, can take an important step
towards a conference championship
with a win Friday, as no ACC team
has an unblemished record. The
Tarheels tied Virginia earlier in the
season.
'They [UNC] will think that
they've got an advantage, since
Nnamdi's not here now," Ibrahim
said. "I don't think that's going to be
the case.

Maxwell Amatasiro, 11, wrestles with a defender, (photo
by Mark Bailey)

NEW LAUNDROMAT
DRINK BEER
MILLER OR BUD 65 ea.
DRINK WINE
c

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS
OFFER GOOD WITH^ELECTED_STVLISI.ONLY_
PROFESSIONAL
PERM

PRECISION
CUT

$

29.95*

7.95*
INCLUDES SHAMPOO
8t BLOW STYLE

INCLUDES CUT

•SLIGHTLY ADDITIONAL
FOR LONGER HAIR

•SLIGHTLY ADDITIONAL

& STYLE

'PROFESSIONAL!
BODY WAVE

FROSTING &
HIGHLIGHTING

$

24.95*

$

INCLUDES CUT
& STYLE

INCLUDES STYLE

•SLIGHTLY ADDITIONAL
FOR LONGER HAIR

19.95*

•SLIGHTLY ADDITIONAL
FOR LONGER HAIR

J_.

OFFER GOOD THRU NOV. 11, 1982

Rogers Plaza No Appointments
123 Bypass
Necessary

Clemson
654-1902

SPECIAL 2-PAK
TDK SA-C90
*6.98
ALSO:

CERTRON
2-PAK LN-90
3-PAK LN-60

The world's
first
non-chrome
high bias
cassette
is still the
world's best
high bias
cassette.
FULL LIFETIME
WARRANTY.

GOOD SELECTION $1.85-$5.29
ON THE PREMISE CONSUMPTION

CLEAN MACHINES
25c = 30 min. DRYING
GOOD STEREO
PLENTY OF PARKING
GOLDEN WOODS PLAZA
CREEKSIDE DR.
654-1302

CLEMSON

Gxwnettb
&
Sporting Goods
'Quality Sporting Equipment for the Entire Family

YOUR CHOICE

*2.99
ALLSOP3
CASSETTE CLEANING
SYSTEM

*7.95
DISCWASHER
PERFECT PATH
CASSETTE HEAD
CLEANER

*6.95
CARTRIDGES
AND STYLUS:
AUDIO TECHNICA
SHURE • PICKERING
WE ALSO HAVE:
FUSES, AUDIO
PATCH CORDS,
VIDEO TAPES

prince
14 STYLES OF NIKE SHOES 40% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
5 STYLES OF NEW BALANCE SHOES 40% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
ALL WARM SUITS 30% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
CAMPING GEAR 30% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
COLEMAN STOVES & LANTERNS Vz OFF ORIGINAL PRICE
ALL SPORTS BALLS 25% OFF ORIGINAL PRICE

UKfeon

DONNAY

VI
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Scoreboard

Tribblefs Tigers prepare for new season
by Mary Shveima
features editor
The Lady Tigers basketball team
began practice for the new season
on Oct. 11. They are looking to improve last year's record of 20-12
with an even mixture of returnees
and new players.
Practice is going well, according
to coach Annie Tribble. "Everyone
is working together," she said.
"For the first couple of weeks we
are going to concentrate on the fundamentals, introduce the system to
the new players, and also show them
what we are planning to use/' said
So far the pickers' motto has
been "next week, perfection." Up
to this point, they have failed
miserably.

The Tiger
Picks
But Blair (she's so fine; she
blows our mind) Palese came close
to an unblemished mark last week
with a 9-1 record. Bite one, Blair.
Keith (what will she do in
December?) Mattison, Sha (it's'
coming next week) Sifford, Mark
(wrong box) Bailey, and Armand
(this ding's for you) Smith all went
8-2 last week.
Ending with the bad news, Betsy
(I give up) Russell went 3-7 last
week, while Karen (you'll get your
checks) Reynolds slipped to 5-5.
This week's "big one" pits Akron
against Marshall.

is the tallest returning player.

Tribble. "We are also putting in a
good amount of time in conditioning.
Returnees
There are five players returning
from last year's squad. Junior Cynthia
Austin is also returning to the team
after spending a year at another
school.
Annette Wise and Mary Anne
Cubelic are the returning seniors.
Wise returns after being red-shirted
last year with a knee injury.
Returning juniors are Sheila
Cobb and Denise Marshall. Cobb
also had an injury-plagued season
last year.
Sophomore Peggy Caple, at 6-4,
THE GAMES
Clemson at NC State ( + 14.5)
Duke at Maryland
Arkansas at Houston
SMU at Texas
South Carolina at LSU
Wake Forest at Virginia
Penn State at West Virginia
Furman at East Tennessee
Mississippi at Vanderbilt
Akron at Marshall

Kavin Taylor
entertainment editor
(40-30)
Clemson
Duke
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Virginia
Penn State
East Tennessee
Ole Miss
Akron

Oct. 14 through Oct. 20

Recruits
There are seven new faces on the
1982-83 squad.
Melinda Hall, 5-7, is from
Anderson. Other players from
South Carolina include 6-0 Jacqui
Jones from Charleston, 6-1 Pam
Daniels from Loris, and 5-10 Maria
McSwain from Salem.
Coming from the state of Georgia
are Janet Knight, 5-11, from
Albany, and Jennifer Stokes, a 5-7
point guard from Putnam County.
Debbie Oraczewski, 5-9, comes
from Allentown, Pa.

Jim Gilstrap
Blair Palese
assistant news editor sports editor
(46-24)
(50-20)
Clemson
Clemson
Maryland
Maryland
Arkansas
Houston
Texas
SMU
LSU
LSU
Wake Forest
Wake Forest
Penn State
Penn State
Furman
Furman
Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt
Marshall
Akron

Jennifer Lloyd
copy editor
(40-30)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

Karen Reynolds
business manager
(40-30)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Akron

THIS WEEKEND: OCT 21-23

ZANY LANE
LAST WEEKEND!
CORPORATION 93
HAS BEEN SOLD
THURSDAY: STUDENT NIGHT
-NO COVER FOR CU STUDENTS
-s1.50 BAR BRANDS ALL NIGHT

FRIDAY: SOPHOMORE COED NIGHT
-SOPHOMORE COEDS GET IN FREE
-50* BUD UNTIL 9:00

1 SATURDAY: GO, TIGERS 1
BEAT NC STATE
-SOPHOMORE COEDS GET IN FREE
-50* BUD FROM 8:00-9:00

Football
Clemson, 49; Duke, 14

Women's Tennis
Clemson, 7; Georgia, 2

Men's Tennis
Miller HiLife Collegiate
Championships
Clemson, 3; Southern Cal, 6
Clemson, 7; Miami, Fla., 2
Clemson, 3; Georgia, 6

Soccer
Clemson Invitational
Clemson, 3; Davis & Elkins, 1
Clemson, 2; UNC-Greensboro, 0

Club Football
Clemson, 8;
Anderson Semi-Pro, 18

Keith Mattison
associate editor
(45-25)
Clemson
Maryland
Houston
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

Armand Smith
circulation manager
(40-30)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Virginia
Penn State
Furman
Ole Miss
Marshall

Rugby
Clemson A-Side, 9;
Life Chiropractic, 18
Clemson B-Side, 15;
Life Chiropractic, 13

Mark Bailey
photo editor
(44-26)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

Betsy Russell
news editor
(37-33)
Clemson
Maryland
Houston
Texas
LSU
Virginia
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

Sha Sifford
managing editor
(43-27)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Virginia
Penn State
Furman
Ole Miss
Akron

Mary Shveima
features editor
(35-35)
Clemson
Maryland
Houston
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

Cindy Powell
editor in chief
(42-28)
Clemson
Maryland
Arkansas
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
West Virginia
Furman
Ole Miss
Marshall

Robert Miller
ad manager
(41-29)
Clemson
Maryland
Houston
SMU
LSU
Wake Forest
Penn State
Furman
Vanderbilt
Marshall

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Clemson, 49; Duke, 14
Furman, 28; South Carolina, 23
Ohio State, 26; Illinois, 21
Texas A&M, 28; Baylor, 23
North Carolina, 41; NC State, 9
SMU, 20; Houston, 14
Southern Cal, 41; Stanford, 21
Southern Mississippis, 22; Tulane, 10
Indiana, 40; Minnesota, 21
Middle Tennessee, 27; Murray State, 9

SUPER SPECIALS!
MON.-75* MOLSON & HAPPY HOUR PRICES!
TUES.-85* ST. PAULI & 65* BUSCH!
WED.-STROH'S NIGHT!
<£y
«dr
<£?

-50* STROHS ALL NIGHT
-T-SHIRTS, HATS, & CASES
GIVEN AWAY EVERY V2 HOUR
-35* DRAFT, 2.00 PITCHERS
THURS.-LADIES' LOCK-UP (7:30-9:00)!
-FREE KEG FOR THE LADIES

20* DRAFT tottr.:.
(MON.-FRI.)

WATCH OUR SIGN!

